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Abstract

Cybercrimes are becoming progressively universal and sophisticated and have more grave economic impacts than most conventional crimes. Cybercrime is made structurally different from conventional crime by the nature of its technological and skill-intensiveness, its worldwide coverage, and its inventiveness. The effect of cybercrime on society is being debated internationally, regionally and also nationally. The international community is taking measures such as reviewing of laws and creating task forces so as to mitigate its effect but, it seems that changes in laws are not made fast enough as the interlinked incidents of cybercrime makes it hard to trace offenders who use the third countries to commit crime. However, the fact remains that there is a disproportion between the internet usage which is increasing regularly and security control mechanism is lacking behind. Subsequently, this phenomenon is motivated by the sophisticated and self-sufficient digital underground economy in which data is the illicit commodity and has a monetary value.

Nevertheless, this study examines the extent to which cybercrime is affecting the society and put forward recommendations on how to better treat cybercrime incidents through introducing instruments such as; right policy and legal framework, well trained and equipped law enforcement organisations, with a support of modern infrastructure and high tech monitoring equipment, along with a well-coordinated inter and intra-agency cooperation at different levels, both locally and internationally. Above all, citizen’s awareness is essential for this campaign to succeed. Keywords; ATM card, internet, hacking, computer system, law enforcement, computer network, cybercrime, cyber laws, cyber security.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4G</td>
<td>Fourth generation of wireless mobile telecommunications technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC</td>
<td>Anti-Corruption Commission,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al Qaeda</td>
<td>Radical Islamic group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATM</td>
<td>Automatic Teller Machine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AU</td>
<td>African Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2C</td>
<td>Business to Consumer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BON</td>
<td>Bank of Namibia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCTV</td>
<td>Closed-Circuit Television</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CERT</td>
<td>Computer Emergency Response Team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP</td>
<td>Campaign planning Campaign Planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRAN</td>
<td>Communication Regulatory Authority of Namibia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDoS</td>
<td>Distributed Denial of Service attack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECOVAS</td>
<td>Economic Community of West Africa States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENISA</td>
<td>European Union Agency for Network and Information Security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU</td>
<td>European Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FBI</td>
<td>Federal Bureau of Investigation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FNB</td>
<td>First National Bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCA</td>
<td>Global Cyber Security Agenda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acronym</td>
<td>Full Form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIPF</td>
<td>Institutions Pension Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIPSSA</td>
<td>Harmonization of the ICT Policies in Sub-Saharan Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICCPR</td>
<td>International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICT</td>
<td>Information Communication Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERPOL</td>
<td>International Police</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP</td>
<td>Intellectual Property</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP</td>
<td>Internet Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>Information Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITU</td>
<td>Telecommunications Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MICT</td>
<td>Ministry of Information Communication Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOD</td>
<td>Ministry of Defence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTC</td>
<td>Mobile Telecommunication Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAMPOL</td>
<td>Namibian Police</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCIS</td>
<td>National Intelligence Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCSS</td>
<td>National Cyber Security Strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFC</td>
<td>Near-field Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NUST</td>
<td>Namibia University of Science and Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OECD</td>
<td>Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acronym</td>
<td>Full Form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OMA</td>
<td>Offices, Ministries and Agencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTP</td>
<td>One-Time Pin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC</td>
<td>Personal Computer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCW</td>
<td>Pricewaterhouse Coopers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIN</td>
<td>Personal Identification Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4</td>
<td>Fourth Quarter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SADC</td>
<td>Southern Africa Development Community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCO</td>
<td>Shanghai Cooperation Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIM</td>
<td>Subscriber Identity Module</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TELECOM</td>
<td>Telecommunication Company, Namibia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDHR</td>
<td>Universal Declaration on Human Rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN</td>
<td>United Nations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNSC</td>
<td>United Nations Security Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td>United States of America</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WACS</td>
<td>West Africa Cable System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHK</td>
<td>Windhoek, Namibia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSIS</td>
<td>World Summit on the Information Society</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER ONE:

INTRODUCTION

1.0 Background of the study

The evolution of information technology has brought many successes to the world. People and businesses depend on computers and mobile phones to communicate through the internet, conducting financial transactions, read information, interact via social media any time. However, this progress is being confronted by the ever increasing crime that is present with technology. A conventional crime, for example breaking into the bank to get money or in an office to get information has been there, but present technology has made these activities easier to commit. Computers and mobile phones are being used by criminals to steal information from consumers and profit from it. Computer-related crime and cybercrime have become a significant global challenge and more a concern for national security. With the advent of new technology, criminals are using the opportunity to infiltrate and attack businesses through their computer systems. For instance, the Namibian police (NAMPOL) report contains hundreds of thousands of registered attempts to interfere with, or illegally access, computer systems each day. Hundreds of new computer malicious software and viruses are detected every month which is a challenge to computer users, and even to deploy countering measures is difficult because of limited skills.¹

The compromised computer systems affected database with records for approximately 80 million people and business information every day.² This action is called data breach and is controlled by different criminal groups; the most powerful Internet services can be attacked. A data breach is commonly defined as the unlawful and illegal gaining of personal details that compromises the

security, privacy or integrity of personal details. Such threats are expansive, both in quantity and quality for the reason of the growing persistence and stealthiest of cybercrime.

Cybercrime causes various damage such as loss of business classified intellectual property and information, opportunity costs; including service and employment disruptions, and reduced trust for online activities. It also disrupts services or damaged systems to a state, its citizens and organizations. In total, it costs the world 2.4 billions of dollars in 2015. The scope of such damage is difficult to ascertain because various damage estimates submitted in the debate are largely unreliable and exaggerated. But even without agreement on the scope and damage incurred by citizens, organizations, and states, the responsibility rest with the state to act in response to the available chances and challenges of the reality as it unfold, given the implications cybercrime causes on these entities. As cyberspace persistently enters into every daily business of life, it put huge demands on the state to assure personal and national security.5 Cyberspace by nature dictates to the state to enlarge its involvement extensively.

Obliviously, the framework of state involvement in cyberspace operations has been emerging in the 21st century, and one of the encumbered issues being the mutually contradictory values of privacy and national security. In a democracy, the process for formulating a government policy including on cybercrime involves public debate, political scuffles, and long term legal treatment. More so, cyber-criminal groups are known to present resources, infrastructures, and even low charge of their service to customers. They did so because in the process they install backdoor which they can use to enter those systems and get information they want. It’s importance is even greater because of the prevalence of impending elements of danger

capable of acquiring cyberspace weapons and recruiting ‘fighters’ on the cyber-criminal black market.\(^7\)

In Africa, the AU Convention on Cyber Security and Personal Data Protection, 2014, Article 27 sections (a) and (c), states that:

“Each State Party shall adopt the necessary measures to create an appropriate institutional mechanism in charge for cyber security governance” and that, “cyber security governance should be set-up within a national framework that can respond to the alleged challenges and to all matters concerning to information security at national level in as many areas of cyber security as possible.”\(^8\)

This suggest that states have responsibilities of addressing cybercrime within its sovereignty. As the high authority with the constitutional power, state has to make structures within its authority and ensure that all institutions and ordinary users are well informed and organized to engage in the campaign to mitigate crime including those happening in cyberspace. Despite government efforts, the Chief Information Officer, Kleinntjies was quoted on July 2016, to state that “Namibia might be a small country known to only a few people internationally, but became a popular target for cybercriminals to practice their trade.”

According to him, by December 2015, Namibia was identified as the top African target for cybercriminals by Check Software technologies.\(^9\)

This target by cybercriminals in Namibia can be ascribed to the very good communications network which allows criminals access to move information and money away from the country. Other reasons are that its thriving banking sector with multiple points of presence country-wide and internationally via Automatic Teller Machine (ATM) networks offers


opportunity to commit crimes. Furthermore, laws that focus on dealing with and bringing cybercriminals to the court of law are inadequate. Another impeding thing is that there is a limited capability of pro-actively observing and averting such attacks. Henceforth, it is required that security operatives fast-track the efforts set in place in combating cybercrime. Though the Namibian government is still engaging in the process of drafting the Electronic Communications, Data Privacy and Cybercrime Bill tabled for approval in parliament, there is real danger on its state security being targeted. The deliberation on the bill is still not yet completed after four years of debate, which obviously indicate that there are technical challenges that hold up its approval.

1.1 Statement of the Problem

The implication of cybercrime for national security is derived from the way technology is used by individuals or groups of people, known as cybercriminals, who uses computer networks to attack other people's computers systems to commit wicked deeds, such as scattering viruses, data theft, identity theft, hacking and espionage. Many African countries have well-developed internet networks that make it affordable in relation to Information Technology (IT) security. These systems are then used by criminal to access through backdoor, into larger countries or organizations network systems. By definition, backdoor is an unapproved technique of acquiring entrance to a folder, online service or whole computer system. A backdoor is inscribed by the computer programmer who generates the code for the program which is only known by the programmer which is an impending security threat. ¹⁰ Cybercriminals target weaker security

controls. In Namibia, cybercriminals target mobile devices through which they can access sensitive data. Similarly, there are records of high rate incidents of card fraud. In these incidents, victims lose private information, money and other valuable goods through illegal online activities, and had caused public outcry. Namibia being rated the top targeted state by cybercriminals in Africa brings to focus the need to for this study to analyze the existing state of cybercrime, with regards to national policy and laws, and its impacts on the nation’s national security.

1.2 **Research questions**

The study endeavored to answer the following questions.

1. How effective is the legal and policy framework to mitigate cybercrime in Namibia?
2. How effective is the policing of cybercrime offences in the country?
3. Does Namibia have the required equipment as well as human resource to manage cybercrime?
4. How effective is the inter-agencies cooperation in detecting and respond cybercrime related incidents?

1.3 **Objectives of the study**

The main objective is to analyze international cybercrime and Namibia’s national security. Below are the specific objectives.

i. To Scrutinize the interconnectedness of international cybercrime, and how it affects the international security.
ii. To analyze the impacts of international cybercrime on Namibia’s National Security.
1.4 Literature Review

This section highlights the scholarly conceptualization of cybercrime and its global application. The section will therefore look at cybercrime and also the repercussions of cybercrime on national security.

1.4.1 The Conception of International Cybercrime

Definitions of cybercrime mostly vary upon the reason of applying the term and the variety of specialty of the studies. The core of cybercrime is confined to acts against the secrecy, integrity and accessibility of computer records or systems. Further than that, though, cybercrime is associated with computer-related activities aimed for private or financial benefit and to do harm to the person or system. Cybercrime is also associated with harming of personal identity in addition to computer data content manipulation amongst other incidents also fall in the grouping of a wider sense of the phrase ‘cybercrime’. Meanwhile, a definition of cybercrime is wholly not as relevant for other purposes, such as defining the series of unique assessment and international cooperation, which focused more on electronic proof for any crime, instead of a broad, ‘cybercrime’ concept.

In this context, numerous academic works, for example, by Yar and Rosenbach\textsuperscript{11} made effort to describe ‘cybercrime.’ National legislations, however, does not seems concerned with a strict definition of the word. Out of almost 200 items of national legislation cited by countries in reaction to the Study questionnaires, fewer than five percent used the phrase ‘cybercrime’ in the title or scope of legislative provisions.

\textsuperscript{11}Majid Yar, Cybercrime and Society, (New Delhi: Sage, 2006) p 58.
Rather, by regulation, the common phrases used are; electronic exchanges, ‘computer crimes, information technology, or ‘high-tech crime.’

Practically, many of these pieces of legislation recognized criminal offences that are incorporated in the theory of cybercrime. The common ones are interference with a computer data. Where the title of national legislations did precisely use cybercrime in an act or section (such as ‘Cybercrime Act’), the section that defined the legislation seldom incorporated a meaning for the word ‘cybercrime.’ When the phrase ‘cybercrime’ is incorporated as a authorized meaning, a collective approach was to describe it simply as ‘the crimes referred to in this law.’

Indeed, as technology has developed so have also the meaning of computer crime. Yar and Rosenbach opined that when defining computer crime, the particularity, the knowledge or the application of modern technology is put into consideration. The Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) Guidelines on Cyber security of 2002 included a working definition as a basis for the study: United Nations member states declared computer crimes related to the use of computer as unlawful and unethical. Similarly, they declare illegal behavior involving the habitual processing and the spread of data without the owner’s consent. OECD Recommendations of 2002 adopted a functional approach and computer connected offence as calculated and explained in the proposed guidelines or recommendations for national legislators. In the 1995, the Council of Europe Recommendations on Criminal Procedural Law, used offences as the tem connected to the Information Technology” (IT offences or IT crimes).

---

13 Oman, Royal Decree No 12/2011 issuing the Cybercrime Law; p.11.
The Council in its recommendation further defined IT offences as: encompassing a unlawful offence. In the final analysis, the investigating powers that be have to get right to information being possessed or conveyed through computer systems, processing through systems electronic data.

Similarly, there are no specific international officially authorized instruments that described cybercrime. International organisation such as the Council of Europe Cybercrime Convention, The Draft African Union Convention, and the League of Arab States Convention,\textsuperscript{15} contained a definition of cybercrime, but not accepted world-wide. Similarly, the Commonwealth of Independent States Agreement uses the term computer information’ to describe related offences.\textsuperscript{16} Likewise, the Shanghai Cooperation Organization Agreement alluded to ‘information offences’ as ‘the exploitation of information property that impact on it in the informational sphere for illegal purposes.’\textsuperscript{17} The definitional methodologies derived from national, international and regional instruments inform the method adopted by this Study.

As such, the phrase ‘cybercrime’ is not measured as a legal term. It is notable that this is equivalent to the approach adopted by international instruments such as the United Nations Convention against Corruption. This tool does not define ‘corruption’, but somewhat helps States Parties to forbid a specific set of conduct which can be more effectively described.\textsuperscript{18} For that reason, ‘cybercrime’ is henceforth best reflected as a anthology of conduct.

Scholars such as Alec Ross, and bodies for instance, the African Union tried to describe notions such as ‘computer’, ‘computer system’, ‘data’ and ‘information,’ but until then, nothing was agreed, therefore it is helpful to examine descriptions surrounding these concepts. Their

\textsuperscript{15}Draft African Union Convention, Part III, Chapter V, Section II, (2000) Chapters 1 and 2
\textsuperscript{17}International Telecommunication Union. Understanding Cybercrime: A guide for Developing Countries, 2011, p .22.
meaning is fundamental to understanding the objects and/or protected legal interests which cybercrime acts concern.¹⁹

Some tools that are used intercontinental concerning cybercrime covers the narrow description of the data as the crime object.²⁰ Others address a wider variety of transgressions, comprising acts where the crime object is a person or value, as opposed to a computer data, even if the information system is nonetheless a central part of the formula of the offence.²¹ As the world moves towards an ‘internet of things’ and nano-computing, descriptions such as ‘computer system’ or ‘information system’ will likely be interpreted as encompassing a variety of devices. In principle, however, the nucleus of ‘automated processing of information’ would likely be sufficiently flexible to include, for instance, a monitoring and control smart chip with Near-field Communication (NFC) and Internet Protocol (IP) connectivity, embedded into a household appliance.

In many countries, the eruption in global connectivity appeared at a time of economic and demographic revolutions, with rising income disparities, tightened up private sector spending, and reduced financial liquidity. Over-all, experts the study interviewed perceive increasing incidents of cybercrime, as driven by profit and personal gain, as both individual and planned criminal groups exploit new opportunities. The research shows that 80% (per cent) of cybercrime offences start off in some form of well thought-out activity, with cybercrime black markets set-up on a cycle of virus software creation, that infect computer through botnet running, gathering on private and financial data. They then start to sell data and profited from this financial


As technology develops, it becomes less complex such that cybercrime committers require less skills or techniques.

In the developing country context in particular, there emerge a sub-cultures of young men who are technical savvy and engaged in computer-related financial fraud, due to unemployment and some of these participates in cybercrime from teenage years.  

Worldwide, cybercrime activities show an extensive expansion across spectrum and driven by financial needs as well as acts against the privacy, integrity and accessibility of computer systems. Risks and threats vary between Governments and business sector enterprises. Many countries view their systems of police recorded statistic as inadequate. Police-recorded cybercrime cases are at most linked to the levels of country technological growth and expertise of police. It could also be said that developed countries invested heavily in prevention of cybercrime, and therefore have well developed systems and experts. Besides, to its socio-economic benefits such as linking the world together and facilitate trade and other benefits, the internet system can be used for criminal activities just as with other means enhancing capabilities of human interaction. While computer-related crime, or computer crime, is a comparatively long established phenomenon, the advancement of international connectivity is intrinsic to contemporary cybercrime. Other activities related to physical damage to computer gadgets and destroying of stored data; Further unlawful use of computer systems and the exploitation of

---


24 Ibid p. 754.
electronic records are some of computer-related fraud. That has been acknowledged by the UN as criminal offences ever since the 1960s.

In 1994, the United Nations Manual on the “Prevention and Control of Computer Related Crime” indicated that incidents can be classified as common computer manipulation; harm to or alteration of computer programs; computer forgery; unlawful right to use computer service; and unofficial duplication of officially sheltered computer program. While such acts were often considered local crimes concerning unconnected or closed systems, the international dimension of computer offense and related criminal legislation was recognized as early as 1979. INTERPOL laid emphasis on the nature of computer crime worldwide, because of the progressively increasing communications by telephones, satellites and more, between the diverse countries. The main concept at the heart of today’s cybercrime remains exactly that, that is, the idea that joining globalized information communication technology can be utilizing to commit illegal acts, with transnational reach. These activities has a potential to embrace all crimes committed through listed earlier, on top of many others, such as those associated with internet content for private or financial benefit. Placing the focus on worldwide connectivity does not omit crimes involving unconnected or closed computer systems from the range of cybercrime.

While officials of laws maintenance agencies in industrial countries have capacity to identify a

---

26 INTERPOL. Third INTERPOL Symposium on International Fraud, Paris (11-13 December 1979) p 15
high percentage of cybercrime with a transnational motives, those in developing countries are
deficient of the capacity to identify cybercrimes.\textsuperscript{29}

On the one hand, it shows that perpetrators of cybercrime in less industrialized countries
pay more attention on domestic incidents that happen on their computer systems. On the other, it
could also be the case that, due to capacity challenges, these incidents are hardly detected or
engage with, except in cases where foreign service providers are engaged or potential victims
linked with international cases.

Even so, it is essential to consider the global connectivity as important in global peace and
security, as many interactions is taking place through this media.

As IP traffic grows in cyberspace,\textsuperscript{30} traffic from wireless devices exceeds traffic from
wired devices, and as more internet traffic originates from non-Personal Computer (PC) devices,
it may become unbelievable to imagine a ‘computer’ crime without the effect of Internet
Protocol (IP) connectivity. The emerging of mobile devices for private use of, and the surfacing
of IP connecting homes and offices, means that electronic data and transmissions could even be
generated by, or become integral to, almost every human action, whether legal or illegal.

1.4.2 The Correlations between Cybercrime and National Security

National security studies have advanced over time. Traditionally, national security involved only
a state’s military aggression and self-protective capabilities, thus focusing only on the external
threats to a state. The notion of national security has broadened to include other sectors that form
the interior changes of a state such as social, economic, societal, environmental and political

\textsuperscript{29}Kigerl, A. Routine Activity Theory and the Determinants of High Cybercrime Countries. (Social Science

\textsuperscript{30}Kigerl, A. Routine Activity Theory and the Determinants of High Cybercrime Countries. (Social Science
issues. National security developed overtime to include the individual as an item of security. This has seen national security concept become enlarged into five additional sectors: military, political, societal, environmental and economic issues. This idea originated from the Copenhagen school of international studies. The idea brought about the significance of the individual as an object of security, where the individual, such as cybercriminals and their activities thereof, can as well be a source of insecurity.\(^{31}\)

Accelerating the pace of political, social, economic and technological change in today’s world, conventionally ascribed to globalization is essentially changing the character of threats to national as well as international security.\(^{32}\) Media, internet and increased people’s mobility and made the world look smaller, compressing space and time, and bringing events happening from distant to closer even without crossing borders physically. However, this contributes immensely to the expansion and awareness on threats of present and future conflicts in various directions of the world. Events that are happening far away have come nearer to us through the interconnectedness of the world.\(^{33}\) Despite this, technology advance has enhanced a complicated and challenging security for both individual and national. Technology and its advancement has changed how wars are fought, and complicated how they are combated. For instance, terrorism heavily relies on advanced technology for cyber attacks on governments, recruiting and projecting its ideologies in addition to reporting. The tricky situation of cyberspace is its invisibility, where a network collective used by client who cannot see each other’s.


The notion of national security underwent significant transformation in recent years.\textsuperscript{34} Gone are the days when a country’s main security threats were physical appearance within its border in nature and purely military in solution. No longer does a country require a physical or military invasion to happen to be declaring a threat to domestic security matters such as public health, national economy, or social cohesion. In this case cybercrime fill the gap as a type of crime that represents such new capability.

As earlier described, this crime take place through “computers which is connected to the Internet, meaning that the internet is the driving force behind cybercrime.\textsuperscript{35} cybercrime characterizes globalization through scale, speed, and cognition.

Cyberspace is a medium that increases significant the velocity in information transfer, to allow interlink speeds to be almost instantaneous. It complexity has reached levels never witnessed before demonstrating a grave threat to society. The perception for how long things take to happen has reduced ominously appropriate to the speed in which cyber technology is advancing. Criminal gangs are also responding to the pressure placed upon such activities by law enforcement reorganizing their operations and attracting a new age group of coders and cyber specialists. The concept that the world is a global village has influenced how countries now view security.

In a globalized and cyber dependent world, there is increased vulnerability of assault on the system, at any time, from anywhere, in a whole manner of different ways at an incredible speed. The relatively low operating costs of cybercrime exemplify why cybercrime posing a direct menace to national security. Government, infrastructure, intellectual property, and personal information are all hypothetically threatened. These types of threats are significant to

\textsuperscript{34}Grabosky P, Organized crime and national security. (Canberra, Australia: Regulatory Institutions Network, 2014) p.142.
\textsuperscript{35}Birchfield, R. Cyber threats and data privacy. (New Zealand Management April, 2013) pp 46-51.
state security because of its potential for substantial distraction or damage to the functioning of Namibian society.\(^{36}\) This is of meticulous concern when one considers that these threats are not only posed by other states who have abundant resources at their disposal but by rogue individuals who need only the know-how and entrance to a computer. This is seen as a potential threat.

One of the important matter close to the deliberations as to whether cybercrime should be reflected as a danger to national security its classification. Cybercrime, similar to transnational crime incorporates an array of crimes not all of which are seen as possible risk to national security.

Cybercrime generally includes crimes such as fraud, terrorism, child exploitation, hacktivism, money laundering, and intelligence collection. Grabosky offered the difference between planned and unplanned cybercrime when he discussed national security, suggesting that it’s not inherently the organization that makes these groups a national security threat, instead it is their aims or motivations.\(^{37}\) Furthermore, Rosenbach and Belk argue that separating cybercrimes into groups based on incentive better aids the people that have to manage it.\(^{38}\) Therefore, by classifying cybercrimes into groups, a specific group of individuals or a government department can be given the duty of dealing with that crime, using specialists with the necessary skill in that particular field.

Nonetheless, in order to categorize and respond properly to cybercrimes, the motivation behind the crime must be known and understood. For example, hacktivists belonging the group

---


\(^{37}\)Op Cit, Grabosky, p 167.

called Morrocan Explorer put down the network of Namibian government including the Parliament in protest of the government of the republic of Namibia’s support of the Polisario Front Liberation movement.\textsuperscript{39} In this case, hacktivism is the action of infringing into a computer system, in demand of politically or socially amenities. The hacktivist referred to an individual who carry out an act. Terrorists can use similar method in seeking to damage critical infrastructure, or a conduct of corporate espionage committed by a rival power company seeking to increase its influence in the market. While it is advantageous to have specialist groups to engage with certain cybercrimes, the skill to accurately demarcate them into groups proved almost impossible. Occasionally, motivations are not definable for analysis, particularly if the perpetrator cannot be located or simply chooses not to claim responsibility.

In Africa, the contemporary situation in the continent has been captured by the aphorism “Africa rising”, reflected in the continent’s expanding middle class and quick embracing of mobile technology.

According to recent estimates by the International Telecommunications Union (ITU), the total of mobile subscribers in Africa reached 63\% in 2013, and over 16 \% of the African population are now using the Internet.\textsuperscript{40} Furthermore, ITU estimated that the total worldwide value of web-based retail sales for 2013, amounted to $953 billion, while business to consumer (B2C) e-commerce sales for the similar period totaled $1.3 trillion.\textsuperscript{41} Although the e-commerce market is controlled by developed economies, the global share of e-commerce for Africa is expected to rise from 1.6 per cent in 2011 to 2.3 per cent by 2016. However, new challenges ascend together with growth, and growing technological exposure

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{39}International Telecommunications Union, “ICTs facts and figures 2013” and, ITU Telecommunication Development Bureau (Geneva, 2008) pp 25-30.}
\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{40}Goldman S. “e-Commerce expected to accelerate globally in 2014”, (Equity Research, New York, The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc., 5 March 2013) p 2.}
1.5 Justification to the Study

The study of the link of cybercrime to national security is progressively established, as technology advancing, so too is criminal’s capacity to cause harm and infuriation to individuals and a nation’s critical infrastructure. Cybercrime is becoming a major worry for the 21st century, relative to both deterrence and exposure of the rising number of interrelated activities. In fact, cybercrime is the fastest-growing area of cross border crime. States the world over are increasingly dependent on digital networks and the opportunities for engaging in cybercrime are increasing, as the computer gradually grow into a vital component of commerce, entertainment, and government. Cybercrime attach is affecting essential services world-wide as it increases its attack on every nation. It is essential for every nation to be alerted so as to recover on time as this attack can affect essential services such as hospitals service. In fact such attack happened in May 2017, when hackers used ransomware to paralyzed essential services in 99 countries and mostly affecting Russia, Ukraine, India and Taiwan.42 This type of threat is the highest in Namibia, where the opportunities for carrying out cybercrime are growing exponentially posing a vulnerability to the country’s national security.

It with this conscious in mind that this study will therefore benefit the existing cyber war efforts in Namibia by the governments and societies that focus on the internal dynamic forces of technology, manage cyber security and connectivity within the states, its communities and creating resilience from cyber-attacks. The conclusions and recommendations will therefore inform policy makers.

---

1.6 Theoretical Framework

This study uses Barry Buzan and OleWaever’s approach to securitization from Copenhagen School of security studies. This approach represents the core of the International Relations as the main methodology to understand how the security actor has to mitigate the phenomenon. It also used a Routine Activity approach, by Cohen and Felson. Routine activities approach is an environmental, place-based clarification of criminality, where the interactive forms and meetings of people in space and time effect when and where crimes ensue through which to comprehend the motivation behind cybercrime. The two methodologies converged to give a proper considerate of the study.

The securitization approach’s main argument of is that security is seen from the traditional view, that is from global, state, and individual perspective. It has to concern about economic, health, education, employment and anything that concern society. The government leaders are main actors and has to pronounce the existential of threat that has to be securitized, to ensure that security is provide to everything that need it. The approach follow a ‘speech act’ by leaders when pronouncing something a security issue that it becomes one. By stating that a particular referent object is endangered in its existence, a securitizing actor acquires a right to extraordinary actions to ensure the referent object’s survival. For instance, the president of Kenya declared cybercrime a national security threat in his address to NDC, Kenya on 3rd May 2017. This calls for polices design to address the particular threat.

---

Busan look into the security as a social and inter subjective construction.\textsuperscript{46} It also implied that an elected government has enter into agreement with the citizen to provide it with security, therefore it has a vital role in designing procedures to address security challenges. Based on this approach, governments are then responsible to lead to in ensuring that there is sufficient instrument to address cybercrime. The effective way is the multi-sectoral approach where different department are put together to tackle an issue.

This approach implied that not all issues are securitized, therefore the procedure of identifying those securitized entails three steps; which are:

a) Identification of existential threats;

b) If the threat can be addressed immediately; and

c) The consequence if the threat is not addressed. \textsuperscript{47}

The approach urged a pro-active measure to avoid an issue become an existential threat: If this issue is not attended to while at infancy stage, everything else will be irrelevant because when it expand it will be impossible to deal with.\textsuperscript{48} For example, if a gang of card fraudsters is allowed to steal from card holders, it can sway away people to use the service which could be beneficial for people to avoid carrying huge stash of money which is a risky. This is the first stage on the road to a successful securitization and is called a securitizing move. State as paramount actor leads all stakeholders to discuss and identify what should be securitized so that available resources can be allocated since only when an actor is convinced about an audience legitimate need can go yonder then compulsory rules and guidelines of securitization.


\textsuperscript{47}Kenyata, U. “Securing Kenya’s prosperity in a dynamic threat environment”. A lecture delivered to NDC, Kenya, on 3\textsuperscript{rd} May 2017
In practice, particularly to Namibia’s cybersecurity concerns and efforts, securitization is thus far from being open to all units and their respective subjective threats.

Rather, it is essentially centered on who takes charge and whether that entity has the capability to identify and respond. This silo approach has proven ineffective and exposed the weakness in system and therefore means socially and politically it construct a threat. The learning of security is wide-ranging, thus challenging in selecting those issues to be securitize. These issues range from different sectors such as military, societal, economic and environmental. The issue should able to fit in the theoretical expression. Thus the securitization of the menace of cybercrime is important such that leaders are required to pass laws and actualize a set of measures to address cybercrime in Namibia, before the matter is out of hand. This is so because, Namibia like many less industrialize countries has not yet securitized cybercrime. given the threat it poses on its national security.

Conversely, the Routine Activity process is a criminological methodology that was propounded by Cohen and Felson.49 This approach predicts that crime occurs when an inspired criminal get access to an appropriate object in the absence of a protector that could potentially thwart the lawbreaker from committing crime. A motivated offender assumes that benefit override loss in the action, as the chance of being arrested and even arrested is minimal or literally low. The suitable target here refers to an institution such as bank or government department, while the capable or appropriate protector refers skilled personnel and appropriate laws or CCTV systems to deter criminals. This approach proposes that crime happen when three conditions must take place at the same time and also in the similar space. The approach also posits that differences in crime rates could be explained by the supply of suitable targets and

capable guardians and from their understandings, the theory is somewhat unclear about the role of the supply of motivated offenders. The assessment of the situation determines whether or not a crime takes place. Routine Activity method positively relates to cybercrime heedlessly of the category. Accordingly, organized cybercriminals are motivated to fulfil their political bias, such as fundamentalism, while professional hackers are driven by the stench of money. According to Wamala, these kinds of hackers are mostly employed to hack the site of the rivals and get credible, reliable and valuable information. A lack of cybercrime awareness, relevant laws, infrastructure and capable human capacity to monitor cybercrime happenings in the country makes Namibia a suitable target. It is paramount to point out here that, a commitment is required from government and other interested party to intensify the awareness campaigns about this danger and to prepare the nation into digital world.

1.7 Hypotheses

a. The announcement of national cyber security policy will mitigate cybercrime incidents because it empowers the law enforcement to control cybercrime happenings in the country.

b. The pronouncement of national cyber security policy will not reduce cybercrime incidents in the country because technology is developing fast such that laws are chasing the moving target.

1.8 Methodology

The study uses a qualitative method intended to collect initial and comparable records in a complex area while capturing the diversity of diverse settings and levels of exposure to cybercrime and national security.

1.8.1 Data

Primary data were obtained through a semi-structured interviews with key informer from government employees, institutions and individuals in Namibia who are well vested in the arena of international security and technology among other relevant fields. The researcher contacted the following Departments and agencies; Ministry of Information Communication Technology (MICT), NAMPOL Special Branch, Ministry of Defence (MOD), National Intelligence Service (NIS), Communication Regulatory Authority of Namibia (CRAN), Bank of Namibia (BoN), Anti- Corruption Commission (ACC), local banks and ITU local consultants. The study design was an exploratory design which used interview guides to gather qualitative descriptions. Each guide addressed a particular objective. It was administered to the interviewees from the sampled
groups. By using qualitative techniques, the design enabled the researcher to obtain valuable understandings of the phenomenon.

This study was drawn from subordinate sources of information. A subordinate sources of data used are such as; cybercrime statistics, government policies, government publications and other written material about Namibian cases. These data were sourced from a collection and reviews of published data and unpublished material, journals, academic papers and periodicals. It was taken through intensive and critical analysis.

### 1.8.2 Data Collection

The consultations were conducted using pre-tested interview questions that were administered to the study population. This involves using various individual and institution from different areas and spreading the figure in all the sites to gather data. The interviews cut across the study population which included; government employees, individuals and organizations in the arena of international security and technology among other relevant fields.

### 1.9 Chapter outline

This research study comprises five (5) chapters. Chapter 1 gives a general introduction of the study, bringing out the statement of the problem, objectives, justification, literature review, as well as theoretical framework. Chapter 2 is about a synopsis of International cybercrime and analyse the effect of cybercrime on the international discourse. Chapter 3 brings out an overview of the impacts of international cybercrime on Namibia’s National Security. Chapter 4 covered the critique through cybercrime and cyber security analysis, and finally, Chapter 5 contains discussion of findings, conclusion and recommendations.
2.0 Introduction

Cybercrime is an international phenomenon which emerged with the advent of information technologies. As innovation takes a toll on virtually all areas of human endeavor, it also developing rapidly and spreading widely. This chapter will venture on the overview of international cybercrime focusing specifically on incident being encountered and mitigating measure that is in place. It will examine the effectiveness of legal framework available and suggest gaps that require action.

Cybercrime is committed when hackers goes in the network system, look for other network and keep on spreading until it got what they want. The recent breakthrough of hackers that shocked the world in May 2017, was caused by ignorance. Cardona stated that hackers entered into the international internet network system because users failed to update their systems although Microsoft provided them with new updates. The effect was that it disrupted many services around the world. In UK, hospitals doctors turned patients away because computers were affected. It showed that even well developed countries which invested heavily in technology can be victims if they ignore the laws.

The world is becoming closer and inter dependencies become more significant in all facets of life. These changes create actual opportunities to achieve economic success, prosperity, political freedom, and promote international peace. Conversely, it produces dominant forces of
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social destruction, forming serious weaknesses, and spreading the seeds of ferocity and conflict. Economic crisis transcends the state boundaries and are creating global suffering.

As alluded to in chapter one, the conception cybercrime is used to largely define illegal activities in which computers and networks are an instrument, an object, or a location of illegal action and possess all possible tools, appliances and electronic gadgets which enabled them cracking the networks. Serious incidents recorded are Denial of Service attacks (DoS).

Cybercriminals are taking this benefit by using the infrastructure provided for by globalization to reach places where the law is weak. Most dangerously, the threat become worldwide in space and severe in its effects as a consequence of the spread of knowledge, the dispersion of advanced technologies, complemented by the free movements of people. This chapter discusses the special effects of international cybercrime by comparing works of various researchers on the topic.

2.1 An Overview of Cyberspace

Cybercrime is a crime that is committed using cyber means. Through the cyber means you conduct speech, espionage against other countries. You steal money from the bank, information from office computers and conduct other activities. The ministry of ICT is spearheading the legislation, and setting up of communication infrastructure together with other stakeholders. However, it is a crime that use computer as a vehicle to perform its activities. Since the emergence of internet system, economies joined national security to become reliant upon IT and the information infrastructure, Networks of networks directly support the operations of all

economic sectors; transportation, energy, finance and banking, defense industries, information and telecommunications, emergency services, public health, food, water, agriculture, postal and shipping. These computer networks took control of physical matters such as electrical convertors, electric train, air and ground traffic control, chemical vats and pipeline pumps that make radars reach yonder the bounds of cyberspace. Globalization and mass popularization of internet network provide new actors today with competences that were until that time only accessible to the largest, most powerful states, challenging the power and steering capacity of major actors. According to Fred, as the Internet reaches all corners of the globe, several countries become incorporated into the World Wide Web and national economies of a rapidly increasing, hence, acquiring both violent and peaceful cyber capabilities.

Similarly, non-state actors will equally acquire certain capabilities. The Copenhagen School of international studies recommended that security players should put effort together to hold back cybercrime. Incidentally, major global exporters of IT and depositaries of IT talent, such as China, Russia, the US, and Israel pose the gravest threats. Scot make reference that China has intensely expanded its level of effort in internet operations worldwide during the past years, and it uses this medium to collect intelligence both economic and military. Routine activity process argued that, crime occurred if there is no guardian which in this case is law enforcement. This calls for a well-established security apparatus in the country. International cybercrime, while itself not new, it has deepened to develop into a more potent factor for change world-wide among other crimes, during recent years, and particularly since the end of Cold War. The terrorist spells on USA, September 11th 2001, highlighted concerns about vulnerabilities of
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future attacks. Cyberterrorism become one of those new area of concern, whereby terrorists can use internet system to attack key infrastructures. Key content includes defining security in the global political agenda, military threats posed by states and also by non-state actors, social character and the economy as threats to security, environmental and health threats, terrorism, natural, accidental and criminal threats and cyber security danger which is well thought-out as a new dimension of threat the world is experiencing.\textsuperscript{57}

According to Baylis, technology is becoming a challenge when it is used for fraud and money laundry, but it is also a solution to detect thing like corruption and help identify the culprit. Although scholars in the field of international relations such as Baylis recognized and appreciated technology, it is a global phenomenon recognized that make the subject related to national security becomes more complex in the 21\textsuperscript{st} century. Baylis further contends that the amplified complexity poses new challenges to the formulation of state Defense policy.\textsuperscript{58} A need arises to balance between the security of a country and the anxiety on human security. Technology reduced boundary and hence, the effect has been positive such that the relationship between states leader become more faster and has reduced the potential for conflict on human security.\textsuperscript{59} Nevertheless, it rise to new security paradigm which intensify tensions not necessarily between states but individual privacy. Technology brings the world closer as witnessed by events that occurred world-wide are intertwined. It has immensely expanded the scope of national security border. Obliviously, for nations, communities and individuals alike, security has always meant freedom to pursue a freely chosen way of life without undue threat, interfering or


uncertainty. Technology generates and exposes weakness to what had previously seemed remote or unconnected.

An assortment of technologies, are evolving rapidly and scattering widely. Trade is increasing worldwide, as is the undertaking of private capital and investment. There is growing inter-dependencies across many facets of life.

Most dangerously, a diversity of threats become global in space and more serious in their special effects as a consequence of the spread of knowledge and expertise, the scattering of advanced technologies, and the free movements of people.

These same progresses, combined with expanding global economic relations, add to some of the complications and resentments that lie at the root of these security threats. Paradoxically, those same facets of technology offer new prospects to achieve economic growth and democracy, and while doing so, advancing the threats as well as some of their underlying causes.

The 11th September terrorist attacks clearly showed the Al Qaeda organization’s ability to effectively exploit new communications technologies, and this can happen to the global financial networks, and pose danger to the interaction of people. International community response has also benefited from some of globalization’s effects, mostly in technological advances, innovation and in communications systems and in military weaponry. Although it is inconclusive to say definitively, the outcome of these attacks has exasperated the global community and motivated the scientists to find solutions and gradually developed technology to address other things.

---

Furthermore, financial dealings receive better enquiry and security steps were introduced to limit the financial mobility of people.\footnote{Grindle, M. S., “Ready or Not: The Developing World and Globalization,” in J S. Nye and J D. Donahue, (Eds), \textit{Governance in a Globalizing World}, (2010) pp. 184–188.}

The international spread of technologies and ideas is undeniably facilitating states, and even disgruntled groups, to develop the most-dangerous technologies.\footnote{Bolton, J. “Beyond the Axis of Evil: Additional Threats from Weapons of Mass Destruction,” (Washington, D.C, 2002), pp 60-69.} So it is fair to question whether a strategy can be designed that can offer any real prospect of preventing cybercrime. But before judgment, a serious analytic effort is necessary to determine the motivating force behind the acquisition of this critical knowledge, materials, and technologies, and whether it could be denied to those bent on acquiring them.

2.2 Global dimension of cybercrime

When cybercrime is compared with conventional crime, there is no much difference as both include conduct, whether by commission or omission, which cause breaching of legal rules and offset by the authorization of the state. According to Chowbe,\footnote{Chowbe V, S. Legal Control of Cyber Crime in India; Problems and Prospects (India, 2015), pp. 12-14} cyber criminals have been using various Web-based channels to distribute illegal materials such as email, websites, Internet newsgroups, Internet chat rooms; it also includes anything from the simple things like downloading illegal music files, to stealing dollars from online bank accounts.

One common characteristic of these criminals, according to Chowbe, is anonymity. People usually hesitate to provide their real identity information, such as their name, age, gender, and address, as a pre-requisite to participate in cyber activities. When cybercrime is compared with
other conventional crimes, the difference is that cybercrime presents diverse risks and rewards to
those conventional crimes.  

Take for example, a cybercrime where an ‘outside’ fraudster infiltrates a banking system remotely to steal money, passwords, codes personal information or simply to put an end to someone’s computer. There are less risks when compared with physically stealing assets from an organization because the fraudster is not present at the location in person, thus there is slim chance to be detected. There is also slim chance for law enforcement to recognize the wrongdoers or find out where criminals were based when they committed the crime, although this could be detected through detailed analysis which requires experts and the cooperation’s with the courts. Usually, the perpetrator is located in a different country through the third country as a pawn to reach the intended target.

That situation rendered it problematic to recognize, detain and accuse criminals by old-fashioned means. Although the most obvious hurdle for victims of cybercrimes according to Donnelly, is catching the perpetrators, victims who surpass this hurdle may be surprised to learn that there is slender chance to succeed in civil court.

Moreover, as Donnelly indicated, the occurrence of this crime is 40 times when compared with classical crime, of which 90 % remains practically undiscovered, because the detection and producing evidence for this crime is exceptionally difficult. In addition, criminals who perpetrate classic crimes realize the power and advantage of computers and they start using them as helping device when committing classic crimes.

Kissling posited that international criminals steal intellectual property (IP), either at the request of a government or for their own use. She emphasized further that even small companies can be

64Ibid, p 15.
targeted. Estimates of these losses are 10 billion dollars annually. Germany, for example, whose economy is 1/8th the size of world economy, estimated its own IP losses due to industrial espionage at $25 billion to $50 billion, many of which is caused by weak Internet security. Most enterprises hesitates to report harms and may not even be aware of them. Although it is know that more than 80 major companies were victims of cyber-attacks, it is an international practice that hacked companies conceal their losses to avert scaring customers.

The ITU report of 2005 indicated that advanced cyber criminals have the abilities that challenge national intelligence agencies in cyberspace. The report further linked some criminals relationships with their governments, implying that when a new method is designed, criminals are also made aware, which created a thriving black market supports for cybercrime. This create a platform where gadgets like the latest malware can be acquired, learn of recently discovered vulnerabilities, or rent “botnets” (a criminal groups that remote control a group of computers without the awareness of computer owners)\(^\text{67}\). It is also a place where numbers of credit card, personal information, and bank account data can be illegally bought. Some sellers offer guarantees, indicating to be in control.

The financial system is more targeted by cyber criminals. They go after automated teller machines (ATMs), credit cards and online bank accounts. Some crimes of that nature have been remarkable: In one example, a Russian gang took $9.8 million from ATMs over a Labor Day weekend.\(^\text{68}\) The chief planner is said to be at large, while his or her identity is not even known. As per Routine Access approach, where law enforcement is weak, cyber criminals are safe.


\(^{67}\) Ibid, p 49.

2.3 Cybercrime Tools and Methods

According to Chowbe, cybercriminals are use numerous illegal tools such as key logging which imply using software or devices to covertly monitor and record keystrokes, that assisting espionage activities or the collecting of personal data.\textsuperscript{69} The other famous method is DDoS attack. Lau \textit{et al} described a DDoS attack as a decided effort by an attacker to avert legitimate users of a service from using the desired resources. The attacker can use several methods such as an attempts to “flood” a network, which implies thwarting legitimate network traffic, by distracting links between two apparatuses, in that way denying right of entry to a service. Likewise this is an efforts to foil a particular individual from accessing a service and an efforts to disrupt service to a specific system or person\textsuperscript{70}.

Other methods that are being employed are; pharming which entails directing traffic from a legitimate Web site to a site controlled by a criminal hacker; phishing, a method used to illegally access an individual’s financial data to capture online banking and financial information; and, most recently, botnets or networks of infected machines, customarily accomplished by a single command center, that are able to cause serious impairment to networked systems and enabling large-scale identity theft. Hackers obtain botnets commercially, using them to access bank accounts.

2.4 Effect of cybercrime on society

Information technologies and systems are central characteristics of globalization and are becoming progressively important to the operation of many critical systems, such as;

\textsuperscript{69}Chowbe V. S. Legal Control of Cyber Crime in India; Problems and Prospects (India, 2015) pp. 12-14.
\textsuperscript{70}Lau, F., Rubin, S. H., Smith, M. H., Trajkovic, L. Distributed Denial of Service Attacks. (Burnaby, BC, Canada, 2003), p 44.
communications, transportation, energy, water, electricity and banking. These services are now potential target of cybercriminals thus rendered it vulnerable to the danger of cyber-attacks and disruption. As Rosenbach posited, of the rising number of connected activities, cybercrime has become a major concern for the 21st century, in both prevention and finding. Factually, cybercrime is regarded as the fastest-growing area of crime, where young and old, individual and syndicates excel.

The cybercrime threat has become widespread touching all corners of the globe and affecting various developmental efforts on social, economic and security. As Salifu argues, the internet is a “double edge sword”, offering many opportunities for users to develop. On the centrally, it brought with some new opportunities to commit crimes.

Digital networks spread world-wide and all countries are increasing depending on it for commerce and trade. On the centrally, criminals are taking chances to engage in cybercrime, because “the computer” is gradually developing into a dominant component of entertainment, and government uses. This now means the opportunities for engaging in cybercrime are growing exponentially as the number of people utilize hand held devices capable of exploitation and the accessing of private and professional data increases. Crimes such as hacking, fraud, trafficking in child pornography, stealing identities, intellectual property, and violating privacy becomes everyday activities for those involved in committing cybercrime.

Moreover, cybercrime has not created new crimes, simply provided an additional method through which to commit offences such as theft, extortion, illegal protest, and terrorism. Similarly, Grabosky argues that international security was shaped by the dynamism of
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cybercrime and increase its focus due to the parallel approach to which attacks can take place.\textsuperscript{74} According to Grabosky, whose assessment this study support, physical attacks in no longer the only approach to undermining or overcoming a nation’s security. Cyber warfare in Estonia in 2007, and Georgia in 2008 provide a clear testimony.\textsuperscript{75} In a modern time, connected digital networks offer an almost equivalent approach that is, in certain settings less costly, more discreet and more damaging than the once sole approach to physical attack. Seemingly, the linkage between cybercrime and national security is gradually becoming predominant. As technology improve, so as criminal’s ability to cause harm and frustration to individuals and a nation’s critical infrastructure by undermining its vital instrumentalities. What this has therefore created is a new methodology to the emerging ways in which old problems like defending national security can be addressed, utilizing in some cases, changes in a nation’s law.

Cybercrime stays on the raise and challenges developed nations in dissimilar ways. Existing information about cybercrime activities was compiled from periodic reports by law enforcement organizations, IT and info security companies and consulting firms. In general, the inherent problems in identifying the phenomenon, which equally affected the crude use of statistical methods for a quantitative analysis, and the inclusion of unintended damage in monetary assessments persists, hence, it could be said that the existing information is not reliable. It appears that monetary assessments are unswervingly inflated. Nonetheless, great potential of risk in cybercrime is always emphasized at many forums and by various scholars.

Conversely, the analysis in a study that was conducted by Richardson shows that in effect, a large range of cybercrime does not construe a risk to international security. In specific cases such as on; industrial espionage, harmful contents, fraud, hate speech, damage of websites

\textsuperscript{74} Grabosky P., Organized crime and national security. (Canberra, Australia. 2014) p 107.
and denial of service, which has a potential to become an international security problem, and as there is a evident of increase in these incidences and their effects are lasting.\textsuperscript{76} Therefore, it is vital to take action on time to lessen the risk and make it more hard for cybercriminals to operate in this environment.

Even more, the phenomenon cybercrime needs to be explained by researchers so that policymakers can understand to address it. For the reasons stated above, a mere monetary loss assessments do not provide a steady genuine basis for accepting the idea in order to formulate policy. Hence, a reconsideration of cybercrime activities is needed to propose proper national policy. In developed countries like Namibia, there is deficient description on the scope of direct and indirect damage caused by cybercrime, it definitely touches how citizens, organizations, and society as a whole function.\textsuperscript{77} As Scott posited, citizens and small businesses are silently damaged by cybercrime. He further stressed that incidents such as spam, digital identity theft, internet fraud, interfere in privacy, economic espionage, blackmail, and damage to intellectual property are all widespread and harm some citizens and organizations.

Regular hacking occurrences were reported by the ITU to have rocked the technology and internet world recently. As these hacking become a phenomenon in modern world, with the prolific use of computers and high-tech software, it has a potential to compromise customer’s information account.

In the study by Scott, offenders are divided into four groups: the first group comprised employees who are disgruntled with the treatment at work place, some are corrupt and since they

want to part with the employer, they the potential to destroy valuable files. The second group is comprised of idealists who just aim at getting into community spotlight through minimal risk. The third group is a greed-motivated people whose objectives is to attack websites of financial institutions such as banks and insurance companies to obtain money. The forth group included the emerging trend in cyber space well-known as cyber terrorists who possess real threat to cyber security. The composition of these clusters are made of mostly young people who are highly skillful specialists in digital environments. Scott pointed out that cybercrime can be reduced by increasing the seeming risk of apprehension, reduce the expected rewards of cybercrime and find ways to make it more challenging to commit. This could be done by producing National cyberspace strategies which legalize the tasks of law enforcement to investigates alleged cybercrimes.

According to Thorel, terrorism in cyberspace can take many different forms such as physical destruction of machineries crucial to IT infrastructure, remote interference of computer networks, disruption of government networks, or even disruption of social networks such as mass media.

As an example; In December 2015, an alleged Russian cyber-attacker seized control of the Prykarpatnergo Control Center (PCC) in the Ivano-Frankivsk region of Western Ukraine. This incident left 230,000 people without power for up to 6 hours.

High profile cases of cyber-attack of that magnitude are increasingly becoming the norm. In another example, in 2015, the US Administration reported the theft of personal files of about
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than 22 million government employees from the computer systems of the Office of Personnel Management, and suspects China of the mess. Similarly, it did not take long for the U.S. to conclude whether North Korea was guilty for the cyber-attack against Sony electronic company in 2015.\(^8^1\)

Although monetary value seems to be inflated, the growth of cyberspace increases numbers of potential victims by the day and broadens even further methods of committing crimes against citizens and groups. Awareness about this has also picked-up although not relational with the actual increase in cybercrime. In the given scenario, citizens of developed countries will reasonably demand that the state take steps to provide personal, and national cyber security strategies. There is a growing media publicity of data breaches and cyber-attacks which is indication that there is great risks posed by cybercrime.\(^8^2\)

David Burg, an expert in cybercrime elucidates that cyber criminals evolve their tactics very rapidly, and the repercussions of cybercrime are overwhelming for any single organization to address it alone.\(^8^3\) This researcher does not support Davis Burg on the going solo idea, rather, cybercrime need to be addressed by mutual effort. It’s therefore imperative that public and private organizations collaborate to fight cybercrime and gain intelligence about security dangers and prepare to react to them. According to him, a united response will prove an indispensable tool in advancing the condition of cyber security.

\(^8^1\) US Defence Department. North Korea has 6,000-strong cyber-army, says South (The Guardian) Retrieved on 06 February 2017 from; https://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/jan/06/north-korea-6000-strong-cyber-army-south-korea
2.5 Global Cyber Security threat

Lee and Brewer defined cyber security as the collection of tools, policies, security concepts, guidelines, security safeguards, risk management approaches, training, actions, assurance, best practices, and technologies that is used to defend the cyber environment, organization and user assets. It also involve with the protection from deliberate attacks such as from disgruntled employees, industrial espionage, and terrorists. According to Yar, cyber security concerned with the inadvertent compromises of the information infrastructure due to user errors, equipment failures, and natural disasters. Cyber peace is the most critical security concerns of modern information age. Cohen and Felson elucidated in the routine access approach that criminals are prowling to prey on the unguarded and use their technical skills to break into networks systems of different users for economic benefit and also to gather intelligence that they will use in future. They do this through social engineering. By definition, social engineering is the method of luring a person or impersonating in order to get the required information.

The US government, this year admitted to be under serious cyber-attacks, almost beyond their control. Given the condition of cybercrime, national security in many states is at risk if aggressions and extremism are taken into cyberspace. Current attempts to mitigates these challenges both nationally and regionally are insufficient, as cyberspace is boundless and limited only by human imagination.

The boundaries of the info society have no direct connection with existing topographical borders, obliviously, cyber threats can arise anywhere, at any time, causing huge destruction in a short space of time, before they are tackled.

---

In the opinion of Shinder and Cross, cybercrime has now surpassed international drug trafficking as a terrorist financing enterprise. The Indonesia Police stressed that criminals are using methods such as Internet Ponzi schemes, identity theft, counterfeiting, and other types of crimes which get away with huge financial profit under the covering of anonymity. According to press reports, Indonesian police officials believed the 2002 terrorist bombings in Bali were partially financed through online credit card fraud.86

Yusuf Kileo, expert of digital forensics and cyber security investigation opined that the biggest security threats faced by Africa are to its critical infrastructure and mostly to financial institutions. He further expounded that in Tanzania alone, it is estimated that more than $10 billion lost in 2014, caused by the malware, DoS attacks, and identity and data theft targeted at financial Institutions.87

The misuse of social media is another security threat in the world, as witnessed in many African states of Libya, Tunisia, Kenya, Burundi and SA. Social media platforms, according to Blitstein have been used to disseminate destructive information, including propaganda that promotes violence, extremist activities, and the recruitment and training of potential terrorists.88 The exchange of confidential information over social media has been a serious matter requiring serious measures. As per securitization approach, security operators need to use appropriate policies to mitigate these incidents as they are danger to state security.

86 Indian Police Report, New Delhi, India (June 2010), p 2.
87 Yusuf, K. Africa's critical infrastructure vulnerable to attack. (Presentation at IT Web Security Summit, Johannesburg, 2015)
2.6 International responses to cybercrime

Cybercrime present new challenges for policy makers, researchers and law enforcement alike. Its transnational nature demand that it need a factual and comprehensive response through international collaboration involving participation of all concerned parties in the international community. However, vulnerability emerges from enlarged dependence on technology, lack of legal procedures, and limited cooperation both national as well as international levels. That represents real impediment toward effective reaction to these threats. In sum, limited global agreement in terms of responding to cybercrime is the over-all problem.

International response has been overwhelming, the ITU introduced the Global Cyber Security Agenda (GCA), which calls for the embellishment of approaches to develop cybercrime legislations that is internationally applied and compared with conventional national as well as regional legislative measures. Build on these strategies, the ITU has introduced a project called “Harmonization of the ICT Policies in Sub-Sahara Africa” (HIPSSA), which is mandated by ITU to assist Sub-Saharan countries make cybercrime laws, first regionally, then nationally. So far three workshops were conducted in Namibia on the transposition of SADC Model law on Cybercrime into Namibian Law. This model law is being used as reference to the new electronic transaction and cybercrime bill that is being developed in Namibia.

The growth of global crime, in the words of Sterling, is a risk to the rule of law, without which there can be no sustainable world improvement. Transcontinental criminal markets traverse the planet, arms, spreading drugs, trafficked women and children, toxic waste, stolen natural resources or protected animals’ parts such as rhino horn. According to Sterling, hundreds of billions of dollars of dirty money crisscross through the world every year, falsifying local

---

90 Ministry of ICT. Harmonization of ICT Policy in Southern Africa. (Workshop, Windhoek, Namibia. 2013)
economies, corrupting institutions and stimulating conflict. The intercontinental organized crime basically destroys health, peace and prosperity that is a requirement inhabitants wish to have at each new year. Instead, it brings disease, violence and misery to exposed regions and vulnerable populations. International agreements were ratified to step up the shared reply to these common threats.91

In 2003, the United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime was adopted. The next year, 2004, the United Nations High-level panel on Threats, Challenges, and Change, acknowledged organized crime as the “6th constellations of threats with which the world must be concerned in the future”.

In February 2010, the UN Security Council acknowledged “with concern the grave threat posed by drug trafficking and transcontinental organized crime to international security in various areas of the world.”92

Another aspect mystifying progress is that present organized crime is truly global. Unlawful business has globalized rapidly, leaving its legal counterpart. Transnational trafficking started on one continent and transfer on another, often by means of a third. In this setting, virtuously national or even regional methodologies are unlikely to solve the problem.93 At best, they may dislodge it, as traffickers find new methods, transit routes, or end point for their illegal imports. Law enforcement in particular, like all national actors, is not well prepared to militate in international issues. As stated by the UN, INTERPOL and various regional organizations have done much to enable information distribution and combined operations, but, as a final point, each
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criminal must be put on trial in a national criminal justice system. Tracking down cybercrime is a daunting task because international organized crime client are so changing too much. With regard to global geopolitical events, a multifaceted mesh of interrelating features can cause unexpected shifts in the nature of illicit commerce. These issues are being exacerbated by inequality, migration, and the casual economy all part of the cause of organized crime progresses.

The affect cybercrime activities against the private sector and individuals is already felt in the world economy. According to the EU report, cybercriminals are using ever more sophisticated techniques for interfering into information systems, stealing critical data and holding companies to ransom.

Another threat, as per European Commission, comes in the form of espionage on economic and other activities sponsored by some state in cyberspace. These activities are increasingly posing a new category of threats for EU governments and companies. As said by the report, in Zimbabwe, governments is misusing cyberspace for control and shadowing over its own peoples. This misuse of cyberspace prompt governments in many countries to started developing their own cyber security strategies and to reflect cyberspace as more and more essential international issue. The Global Protocol on Cyber security and Cybercrime call upon governments in partnership with other participants to develop necessary legislation for the scrutiny and trial of cybercrime.

The European Union Agency for Network and Information Security (ENISA) is supporting countries to produce their National Cyber Security Strategy (NCSS) as a key policy

feature, helping them to challenge the danger brought by cybercrime. However, ENISA indicated some gaps in many countries, particularly in terms of national competencies, organization in cases of incidents that extent across borders, and in terms of involvement of all participants and their preparedness. It encourages more research in this field in order to build a strong security to protect the world economy. This study is taken on the premise of this recommendation.

2.7 Jurisdictional Issues

Conventional crimes in the world are committed close to home as the offender physical presence is required. Conventional crime refers to those traditional, illegal behaviors that most people ponder of as crime, such as corporate crime, white-collar and occupational crimes. For this reason, criminals travel far if there are sufficient incentives. Some crimes such as kidnapping, breaking into a bank are “attractive” enough to do so, but for it to success, the physical presence of an individual is required.

These crimes require much more planning. On the centrally, crimes in the digital world differ considerably on this dimension. Most cybercrimes are conducted remotely, miles away from the target scene. A high proportion of cybercrime investigations are impeded by sovereignty, thus have significant jurisdictional problems. In many cases, cybercrimes crossing borders slow down responses to such crimes considering the sovereignty of states. National boundaries limitation had thus created serious obstacles to law-enforcement agencies. Arrangements for extradition is not yet developed between most states. Some states initiated

98 UN. Conventional crime from an international perspective. Retrieved on 14 April 2017 from; http://sociologyindex.com/conventional_crime.htm
arrangements for working together between law-enforcement organizations in different jurisdictions but this is not sufficient to solve cybercrimes as the structure development differs. In instances where for example, Russia entered into arrangement with the US to help in investigating a number of crimes, cybercrimes are not included\(^{99}\).

In another incident in 2010, the FBI arrested two Russian hackers by ensnaring them through inviting them to the United States with job offers. Upon getting the required information, FBI Agents who is handling the event copied data from the two suspects machine which was located in Chelyabinsk, Russia. In 2010, Russia filed hacking charges against the FBI in dispute that it was illegal to download data from computers physically positioned in Russia. While industrialized countries are discussing about worldwide collaboration to combat cybercrimes, many poor states are not yet involved in the discussions. Conspicuously, many countries have not yet passed cybercrime laws. One estimate suggested that in 2010, more than 60% of Interpol member states lacked the appropriate legislation to deal with cybercrimes.

### 2.8 Policy Implications

Cyber security plays a significant part in the ongoing evolution of information technology, along with internet services. According to Gercke,\(^{100}\) the safety of the Internet has become fundamental to further development of new service area on top of government policy. Therefore, cybercrime deterrence should be appreciated by all states as an essential part of a national cyber security where critical infrastructure is required as a protection strategy. Particularly, the program embraced the adoption of fitting legislation against the abuse of ICTs by cybercriminals. It also
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serves other purposes and activities that affects the integrity of national critical infrastructures. Nationally, it is a collective obligation that requires harmonized action connected to deterrence, preparation, reaction and regaining momentum of government authorities, the private sector and citizens after incidents.

Regionally and internationally, it involves collaboration and coordination with pertinent allies. Mutual action is required, as a matter of principle, given globalization which makes the interconnectedness of international network possible. In this connection, the World Summit on the Information Society (WSIS) acknowledged the real and noteworthy perils posed by insufficient cyber security and the proliferating of cybercrime. At WSIS, world leaders and governments nominated ITU to assist with the execution of WSIS Action Line, dedicated to building assurance and safety in the use of ICTs. Accordingly, the ITU Secretary-General initiated the GCA 47 on 17 May 2007, together with partners from governments, industry, regional in addition to international organizations, academic and research institutions.\textsuperscript{101}

Gercke described the GCA as a worldwide forum for exchange of ideas to promote international cooperation and harmonize the international reaction on the rising challenges to cyber security, that enhances security and safety in the information society\textsuperscript{102}.

Laws, Gercke posits, are the back-borne through which society is secured. Cybercrime need stringent laws which not only are relevant but follow technological development. Its formulation needs an expert in cybercrime laws. However, cybercrime can be allayed through conventional laws of the states if new laws are lacking. Most countries that did not yet develop

\textsuperscript{102} Ibid p38
cyber laws use conventional laws for cybercrime trials. Bednarz postulates that offenders hold some important implications for efforts to fighting cybercrimes, as the method they use are not known, simply design it for a specific mission. Global policies to tackle cybercrime threat face a multitude of challenges.

Aside from the resource shortages and other practical difficulties, Finnie et al, postulated that the law enforcement efforts to battle cybercriminals are hampered by a deficiency of essential and dependable information are needed to create offender’s profiles. These are critical because they offer helpful lead for ongoing investigation of cybercrimes and, thereby, upsurge the competence of current prosecution efforts. Cyber criminals are well vested in committing crimes since they are aware that only few legal experts on cybercrime who have the ability to detect these activities. Based on this argument, a more effective global response by both the criminal justice system need to work together with other department to address offences of cybercrime nature.

Brenner recommend the formation of a component within law enforcement responsible for arresting and trial of cybercriminals, to serve as a deterrent effect. With regards to law enforcement, the findings of his study recommend that the formation of a deterrent effect through enhanced arresting and prosecution is an essential component of efforts to combat cybercrime. However, it could be tough to get and maintain loyal individuals to serve in this group. Unfortunately, present measures to limit cybercrimes are hardly suited to accomplish this goal. Notwithstanding the yearly snowballing number of cybercrimes, only a rather few notoriety
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cases are successfully tried at present, whereas many of them do not lead to swift or severe punishments.

A study steered by Shinder\textsuperscript{106} revealed that many hackers have a nuanced risk awareness. According to him, the majority of reports indicates that hackers becomes more concerned about risks in modern years, a finding that suggests that increased efforts to fight cybercrimes does not go unnoticed in the hacking community.

Hackers has proven elusive in many previous attempt to arrest them, and need complex system which may be very expensive to have if it is an individual case, but perhaps if it is a large organisation that can include this process as part of it future strategy. Furthermore, many hackers evidently distinguish between the probabilities of becoming detected and apprehended and the consequences of these two events.

The different hacking methods showed that, social engineering attacks are the most successful ones. This method tricks the individual into revealing information about user passwords, whether the systematic guessing of weak or standard passwords or the theft of user logins.

Contextually, Finnie et al stressed that the weakest points of organisations and institutions are their employees\textsuperscript{107}. Therefore, they emphasized that institutions have to educate their employees about social hacking methods, and also put control measures in motion to ensure compliance. The education of employers, while definitely an important protective measure, is not the only contribution that will be mandatory from organizations. They are also required to start reporting all incidents against them to the authorities.


On the instances in which many organizations abstain from reporting incidents to protect their own interests and thereby harm the interest of all businesses, it needs to be changed because, unless more happenings are reported, computer crimes are not likely to become controllable. It would also pose challenge to law enforcement agents on guidance as to which cases to dedicate their attention to, rather than be reliant on the willingness of institutions or agencies to submit their cases in order to press charges.

2.9. Cyber security in developing countries

The securitization methodology postulates that it is the duty of the states to ensure security of its citizens and their assets. In this regards, numerous less industrial countries had already formulated strategies and started a process of protecting key infrastructures from Cyber-attacks. Kenya has developed the National Cyber Security Strategy, to fight cybercrime in the country with specific focus on four areas: These are; ‘enhance the nation’s cyber security posture’, building ‘national capability’, information sharing and collaboration’ and provide national leadership’ through a “single, unified agenda that will guide all relevant national stakeholders”.108

An incident of cybercrime was reported in Kenya involving a cybercrime hacker syndicate which penetrated the Kenya Revenue Authority and several blue-chip banks, several parastatals and well as a supermarket chain.109 According to John Kamau, the hacker syndicate use salami attack and electronic transfer. In a salami attack, a crook steals small undetected amount and deposit in one account before launching a major attack. However, police were able to arrest the syndicates. According to the report, the unit responsible for investigating cybercrime


estimates that Kenya lost more than Sh17 billion to hackers in 2016 alone.\textsuperscript{110} The syndicate also used a backdoor system to steal money. A backdoor is defined by this researcher as a financial software created and install in a computer that allow illegal access to the account and siphon money from unsuspecting victim.

The breakthrough is an indication that Kenya had been able to create capacity to trace and apprehend offenders. For Kenya, these initiatives are a guiding principles to fine tune cyber laws and follow technological development, in addition to identify new areas that need further research.

India is another country that has developed National Cyber Security adopted in 2013.\textbf{Present trends of Cybercrime in India}: Report from the National Cyber Records Bureau, India is trying to implement a local initiative called the Digital India project, which entails to use maximum connectivity with minimum cyber security risks to the best of its capabilities. In sum, India’s cyber security record is poor ut the envisaged project is expected to ease this fear. According to Home Ministry statistics, all together 71,780 cyber frauds were reported in 2013, while 22,060 such cases were reported in 2012, which indicated a tremendous increase.

By June 2014, there was 62,189 incidents of cyber frauds.\textsuperscript{111} The ministry further reported that in 2013, 28,481 websites belonging to Indian were hacked by numerous hacker groups from across the globe. Another 23,665 were reported in 2012 and 21,666 in 2011 hacking incidents were reported to the Bureau. Along with the cyber-crime data preserved by National Cyber Records Bureau, a total of 1,688, 3,496 and 4,370 cases were reported under the Information Technology Act in 2011, 2012 and 2013, respectively. Equally, 425, 601 and 1,344 cases were registered under cyber-crime related sections of the Indian Penal Code in 2011, 2012

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{110}Ibid, p 2.
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and 2013, respectively. The operational coordinating entity is Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT) which is involved in high level policy discussion related to information security collect all cybersecurity incidents, conduct researches and profiling attackers. According to the Ministry of ICT, private sector representative in India are well developed and are pro-active on cybersecurity. However, there are no dedicated private, public partnership and therefore no joint cybersecurity plan in India. To address that gap the authority in India took an initiative to set up a cybersecurity experts study group operating under the Ministry of Home Affairs for reviewing domestic cybersecurity and develop new policies.

In South Africa, there are 6.8 million Internet users and 341 organized crime groups and cybercrime is fast becoming a severe and costly threat. According to Novell, it is estimated that R25 billions of government’s annual procurement budget is lost to corruption and other factors. South Africa undertook several cyber security initiatives although the cybersecurity policy is not yet finalized. According to the minister of Justice and Constitutional Affairs, Jeff Radebe, in 2012, 113 cases of cybercrime were finalized, with 83.1% conviction rate. Grobler et al observed that various societies in the country are engaging in cyber security awareness exercise each with its particular purposes and focus areas. The institute of education and research has responsibilities of training in the country to current and future users of the computers on safety and secure online habits and this increased the awareness and indulgent of the dangers of the Internet. This program also provides individuals users with the required knowledge to make the right choices in Internet-related circumstances. The reasons for the

114 Phahlamohlaka, J. Which Cyber incident could qualify as cyber warfare? A national security argumentative Analysis. A presentation at SADC Cyber Conference. (Pretoria. 4 November 2015)
putting into practice of cyber security concepts and awareness programs in convincing the audience of the significance of cybercrime awareness programs that needs be implemented. It seems a perfect approach, however, cybercrime is a technical field and need more concentration on response mechanisms, because is one thing to identify a crime, and the other thing to prove it.

In Uganda, a substantial number of this non-violent crimes have hit the business community hard as the banks are more affected. According to Bernard Busuulwa, Stanbic between January 2016 and January 2017, Uganda documented 80 fraud incidents. The bulk of these incidents were initiated by external sources. Furthermore, 650 fraud incidents were thwarted during that period. According to the internal security data compiled by bank staff, around 95% of the stated fraud incidents were ascribed to the use of counterfeit currencies. An estimated Ush 600 million ($164,347) was recovered from fraud incidents in the bank about that time. Busuulwa further epitomized that banks tried to stop fraud attempt but it kept on mounting up. Uganda Banks Association is setting up an anti-cybercrime committee to guide the industry on ways to tackle problems. It shows that, in Uganda, the government has no capacity yet, hence the bank association initiative. The absence of the law is being exploited by corrupt elements who appears to be assisted by bank staffs.

2.10 Development of Cyber laws
The upsurge of cybercrime in the world arena prompted the need its regulation. However, cyberspace laws vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. Apart from international regulations, each country can come up with laws to control specific local activities based on its interest. For example, in Kenya, a hate speech using media has a penalty of 20 million shillings or 20 years in prison. Kenya can also use this tool to regulate the communication from Kenya to Somalia if that
communication is to give information to terrorist is a punishable crime. Cybercrime is dynamic and therefore the law should also be flexible enough to suit the condition.

Below are the top fifteen (15) countries that consider that their homegrown law enforcement agencies are not sufficiently resourced and trained to combat economic crime, according to the Global Economic Crime Survey 2016, conducted by researchers Campbell et al sponsored by PricewaterhouseCoopers (PWC), a South African firm.¹¹⁷

Table 2: Top 15 countries with weak cybercrime laws

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/N</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Percentage (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td>79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02</td>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04</td>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td>58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05</td>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
<td>58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06</td>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07</td>
<td>Ukraine</td>
<td>57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08</td>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09</td>
<td>Zambia</td>
<td>55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Venezuela</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>49%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


A commonly held and oft-repeated view that has reached allegory status is that these adverse feelings only arise in developing less industrial states. As it stands, developed countries such as US, China, Russia and Germany among others invested heavily in both communication infrastructure, skills, legal framework and structures, compare to developing states especially in Africa, even though they are still vulnerable to cyber-attacks. It is assumed (perhaps because of It is further presumed that every citizen shares this view. On the contrary, though, our global survey uncovered a prevalent deficiency of self-confidence in local law enforcement agencies, a phenomenon that is not limited to regions or level of financial development.

It is, of course, likely that this metric could arose to numerous differing factors, comprising countrywide rates of economic crime, the degree to which law enforcement agencies in the respective countries publicize or even downplay their expertise in certain areas like cybercrime, and at some point, law enforcement interventions are perceived to be above political.\textsuperscript{118}

Scott emphasized that “having the NCSS in place may not fight cybercrime. There is need to implement these strategies so as to engage cybercrimes”\textsuperscript{119}. Nye reaffirms this claim arguing that the police need to have more skills apart from money so as to engage cybercrime. However, this can only be realized once there is continued sharing of strategies that are being used by different countries to fight cybercrime.

2.11 Conclusion

This chapter defined cybercrime and discussed its dimension in the international system. It looked at the impact on the international communication network with specific emphasis on available capabilities to mitigate it. The global community comprehends and appreciate well the scopes of technology and the features of the related threats and prospects in the field of cybercrime. The initiatives taken by many actors are meant for awareness as it was observed through various reported cybercrime incidences that users of networks are the weakest links if not well prepared, but strongest link if well informed. Cybercriminals are among the communities and their need and aspirations may not be different with a bigger margin with those of the communities in which they leave. States need to pursue and implements its initiative to reinforce cybersecurity which is a major security concern. It is also indispensable to grab the occasions brought forward by globalization to encourage economic growth and promote fairness. In this way, they can not only foster long-standing values but also address some of the critical sources of these international threats. It is also important to create the international collective decision-making processes.
CHAPTER THREE

OVERVIEW OF CYBERCRIME IN NAMIBIA

3.0 Introduction

This chapter gives the synopsis of the penetration of IT in Namibia’s’ society and discusses cybercrime incidents that continue to affect businesses negatively. It looked into statistics of cybercrime incidents from NAMPOL and collate views from technical and also law enforcement practitioners on cybercrime matters. It also appraised the current capabilities the country has with the purpose of providing easy judgement about gaps brought about by defective laws, manpower, systems and intra and inter coordination between agencies of government and private sectors.

The Republic of Namibia has a population of 2,198,406 (2011 census).120 According to TELECOM Namibia, Internet users as of December 2013 stood at 305,578, or 13.9% of the population. As of December 2012 the country had 231,340 Facebook users, or 10.7% penetration. In Q4 of 2012 the total figure of individuals who subscribe to mobile phones in Namibia was approximately 2,760,000 and in Q4 of 2013 the total was approximately 3,025,000, an increase of 9.61%. The West Africa Cable System (WACS) fiber-optic submarine cable landed in Namibia in 2011, which boast the development of Namibia’s Internet and broadband sector.

According to TELECOM Namibia, internet penetration is low at approx. 9% (August 2012), although 4th generation (4G) mobile services resulted in a 111% mobile phone penetration
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Namibia is interconnected to the international internet network through which it conducts business with the rest of the world, and therefore is a target of cybercrime.

The integration of Namibia into global structures is not new; it began with colonialism before the turn of the 20th century. After independence, the country continues to engage into various voluntary arrangements, which led to equally benefit and detriment implications. Positive in terms of technological advancement, cooperation with other states, free trade, and interconnectedness to the world among others. Nonetheless, globalization also led to negative implications such as menace of cybercrime.

Criminals in cyberspace are rising a threat as they control a pervasive, well advanced online service economy in illicit cyber capabilities and services, which are obtainable to everyone willing to pay. Notwithstanding the worldwide nature of Internet, the state is forced to rise its participation significantly so as to monitor its operation. The framework of state participation in cyberspace has been evolving during the past ten (10) years, the most observed complex issues being the opposing values of privacy as well as national security.

In a democracy, the procedure for developing a public policy on cybercrime includes public debate, political debates, and a pro-longed term legal treatment. Second, the deficiency of technical and operational skills is lowering the chances for entering the cyber warfare ground, mounting the anticipated threats beyond states and large terrorist organizations, and retaining a very heavy liability to national security authorities.

Cyber-criminal societies access the resources, infrastructures, and even client service at lower cost. They can abuse users unknowingly to engage in crime for financial yield and also to
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perform direct attacks on national security.\textsuperscript{124} To achieve cyber security, critical infrastructures requires protection against cyberspace threats. The threat could be even greater given the frequency of potential elements of risk capable of acquiring cyberspace weapons and recruiting “fighters” on the cybercriminal black market.

### 3.1 Cybercrime and Namibia’s National Security

Much was said regularly in international and local print and electronic media in Namibia about cases of cybercrime involving illegal transactions, scams, forgeries and accessing of classified information. Reports from NAMPOL are that an average of twenty cases of cybercrime is reported by individuals in Windhoek alone per week\textsuperscript{125}. Typical examples are cases of card fraud, where most withdrawal/transactions report on cell phones, and these alert complainants. Due to limited withdrawal amount per day, individuals mostly suffered loss ranging between N$ 1 000.00 to N$ 6 000.00 before they report the matter to their banking institutions for their account to be blocked. NAMPOL further indicated that a big number of complainants/victims of card fraud alleged that, they last used their ATM credit cards at shops, bought groceries or paid their accommodations at the hotels for tourists.\textsuperscript{126} In Namibia, consumer use services such as e-banking, money transfer and credit facilities for shopping are appreciated, but internet users are becoming more concerned on the safety and reliability of their information because of increased hacking of online devices.


According to NAMPOL, there are several reported cases by celebrities and politicians about fake accounts being opened in their names on Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, YouTube and Instagram where unsavory content is posted\textsuperscript{127}.

A study by Mvula, the Chief Executive Officer of National Commission for Research, Science and Technology, indicated that Namibia has shortage of proper legal framework to shield internet users.\textsuperscript{128} Accordingly, the approach to address cybercrime should be mutual, with a full force by all stakeholders directed by the government as a national security threat, in conformity with the securitization approach. Although this approach need somehow further analysis because in multi sector cooperation, people are attracted by incentives which in this case may be abstract, forcing some sector to pay less attention. However, as pointed out earlier, Namibia’s Cybercrime laws are up till now to be completed to give law enforcement operatives power to prosecute offenders. Without clear strategies to protect people from cybercrime, all the improvements made through the enlargement of infrastructure to drive ICT may lose its value.\textsuperscript{129} This could be the main motives why every country needs to have clear strategies to mitigate cybercrime. In Rusi’s words, the states is obliged to make effort that guarantee that the cyber world is safer for the interest to all stakeholders.\textsuperscript{130} This could be done by putting up deterrent measures against cyber criminals by providing national cybersecurity plans for protecting critical infrastructure of the nation. While several states such as India, South Africa and Kenya amongst a few, produced their National Cyber Security Strategy, Namibia and Uganda are still reeling around conventional laws which is still used to charge cyber criminals. Despite policy measures,\textsuperscript{127} Namibian Police Crime Report, Windhoek, Namibia. December 2015 
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cybercrime has continually been on the rise as new methods are facilitated by the rapid advancement of technology vis-à-vis laws, causing laws to be 5 to 10 years behind the worldwide crime curve relative to technological capabilities.\textsuperscript{131}

Cyber criminals also seemed to be motivated by the shortage of enough well trained IT and legal experts, and monitoring infrastructure in Namibia and other less industrialized countries.\textsuperscript{132}

### 3.2 Cybercrime statistics in Namibia

Between 2010 and 2015, NAMPOL crime statistics show various cases of money laundering, card cloning, card fraud, phishing, data diddling, salami, hacking, email bombing, DDoS, virus/worms, Trojan, web jacking and obtaining private information from individuals’ computers, for which the existing instruments were used to prosecute offenders. In 2015, card fraud alone cost the economy more than R480 million between January and September.\textsuperscript{133}

Card fraud is continuing concern for the bank and electronic payment firms such as Visa. Whereas Namibia seems not to be a cybercriminal’s primary target country for card fraudsters, commercial banks are spotting fraud incidents that could not be identified through consumer education. Predominantly, banks and customers are in danger of card cloning being instigated by external sources. These take in a various of happenings such as skimming of card along with personal identification number (PIN) interception. Card cloning start with the criminal holding a customer’s card for a few seconds during which time the criminal copied the information on the magnetic strip of the card onto a handheld scanning device. The swindler then observes the

\textsuperscript{132} Ibid, Goodman, p15
\textsuperscript{133} Katjiukua, I. FNB and Visa join hands to fight card cloning fraud. (New Era. Windhoek. 16 April 2015), p7
customer pinning the PIN onto the keypad of an ATM or a retailer’s card machine. With this information, the impostor is capable of creating a forged card and then uses it with the PIN to complete transactions or withdraw money at an ATM from the victim’s account. Cases of this nature are increasing in Namibia.

Below is the statistics of ATM fraud reported to NAMPOL over the period of two years (2014 - 2016). ATM fraud is top of serious crimes experienced in Namibia during the past years. This statistic includes all fraud cases reported in the country and includes; ATM Frauds, depositing money into bogus bank accounts to buy cars after cars advertised in the social media, e-wallet to buy/deposits items in South Africa and locally to unknown, used fake government orders to buy properties, buying goods with fake money).

**Fig 2: ATM Fraud April 2014-April 2016 (‘000)**

![Graph showing ATM fraud rates](image)

**Source:** NAMPOL

---

The graph above shows the volume of incidents for card fraud reported in Namibia over the period 2014 – 2016. The picture showed some specific times of the year where crime upsurge and the other time it declines. The reason behind this indication is that fraudsters target foreigners who come to spend their holidays in Namibia from other parts of the region and abroad. Namibia used to receive tourists mostly from Germany because of historical linkage. Some Germans have properties in the countries. As can be seen, the months of June and July crimes increases. At this time of the year, Europeans come for holiday to enjoy a hot sunny. Fraudsters are attracted by the foreign currency they carry such as US Dollars and Euro. As some of them does not now the country well, as these services are available country-wide, they access service everywhere thereby being preyed by criminals.

These type of incidents are also higher during December and January months. During this time in Namibia, consumers spend too much because it is holiday and festive season. People are conducting weddings, Christmas and New Year parties, and also a start of cultivating season. During this time, criminals are busy to use any opportunity available. As per rational activity approach, crime takes place when there is no control. During this time, most law enforcement operators are on leave, hence the intensification in crimes.

The Bank of Namibia reported a new defrauding scheme that tries to defraud organisations and individuals by dishonestly attaining a spare SIM card through acquiring security data such as One-Time Pins (OTPs) banks used to send to customers when performing specific services. Consideration is taken when such information is received, card holders and business enterprises are alerts to be vigilant and not be duped into this prevailing scam. Obliviously, the modus operandi are that fraudster typically approaches a mobile operator, impersonating a customer or pretending to act on a customer’s behalf, with a falsely acquired
copy of customer’s identity document and requests for a SIM card replacement. The challenge is that even if members are alerted, some will still sufferer the scam. Thorel posit that “an uneducated population the weakest link, while an educated one is a strongest link). The securitization approach also stated that security is paramount and is the obligation of every citizen.

NAMPOL data illustrates that at least an average of ten (100) cases of which 70% are card fraud are reported per week in the country. According to NAMPOL, a big number of complainants/victims alleged that, they last used their ATM credit cards at shops bought groceries or paid their accommodations at the hotels when it is tourists. The suspicious is that, criminals are operating together with some shop and hotel cashiers/employees by supplying them with cloning devices machines so as to clone the customers’ credits cards whom they think are having much money on their accounts. Some criminals are insert their cloning device machines at the ATM machines during pay days to clone the victims’ ATM credit cards. Banks which are mostly targeted are FNB, Standard Bank and Ned bank’s ATMs at the suburbs where no cameras are in place, and are sometimes overcrowded. However, due to limited withdrawal amount per day arranged by complainants/victims and that most withdrawals/transections report on cell phones, victims mostly suffered loss ranging between ±N$ 3 000-00 to N$ 6 000.00 before they (victims) became aware and contact the banks and report the matter for the account to be stopped.

However, fewer incidents were reported whereby complainants/victims asked for assistance by people they found at ATMs, which indicates that customers are showing some

---


136 Interview with Sandema, Rector. Head of NAMPOL anti-money Laundering Unit (interviewed on 21 July 2015 in Windhoek, Namibia)
awareness behavior. These criminals are given PIN numbers by the victims and after withdrawing they give wrong ATM cards to the victims and immediately travel to the neighbor town or point to withdraw the money. Only in few cases, according to NAMPOL, suspects were arrested and prosecuted, because the nature of cases is mostly complicated as it includes technology, which become a challenge in Namibia.

However, with the increasingly sophistications of cybercrime, the interpretation of the Namibian laws on these is still vague and can be challenged in the court, therefore, many cases are withdrawn because on technicalities.

Criminals, however, are manipulating that technology for their dubious use. As Kamutuezu expounded, existing law cannot charge someone who intentionally interfere with data which causes such data to be altered or else rendered ineffective. According to NAMPOL, crime of computer misuse is a challenge for law makers because the dimension of crimes has changed requiring a challenge for investigation and trial of such crimes, this provision is not provided for in the law, or its interpretation is untested. That is why the new trend for the authority to legislate new laws for cybercrime to limit or exclude uncertainties when a crime is identified, but new laws alone are no guarantee, it experts experts to interpret it.

3.3 Cycle of combating cybercrime in Namibia

Article 13 of the Constitution of the Republic of Namibia made provided for the right to privacy including communication, for all citizens, therefore, these rights have to be sheltered by the

---

137 Interview with Ms Elizabeth Kamutuezu, Acting Director, Policy and Regulations: Ministry of ICT. (Interview conducted on 21 December 2016 in his office, Windhoek, Namibia)
138 Detective Chief Inspector Rector Sandema; Head of NAMPOL Anti-Money Laundering Unit (interviewed 21 July 2013)
state.\textsuperscript{139} On that note, this research was undertaken with this consideration in mind. Privacy of using communication networks is significant for constitutional rights, individual liberties, and economic efficiency. According to Kamutuezu,\textsuperscript{140} threats to online privacy are: gathering marketing information, investigating crime, espionage or terrorism, misusing legal investigative authorities, stealing government or business secrets or financial information and gaining private information from individuals’ computers.

In order to appraise the extent of cybercrime in Namibia, the researcher, developed a radial cycle model which is useful to appreciate the level of development in Namibia with regard to combating of cybercrime. This process model is a project performed by different roles participating in different institutions and agencies. Like all projects, there are defined roles for each institution. In fact, this is grounded on the four questionnaires this researcher put to experts and responsible officials on the subject matter.

Firstly, it examines current Namibia’s cybercrime related laws to ascertain their effectiveness to mitigate cyber violations as stated in local media, and its bearing on the rapid dependence of internet;

Secondly, it examined the efficacy of local capacity on law enforcement operatives to manage cybercrime;

Thirdly, it assesses the capacity building efforts towards the battling of cybercrime, and; finally, It assessed the input of inter-agency cooperation within Namibia security sector and abroad on cybercrime related incidents.

\textsuperscript{139} National Assembly. Constitution of the Republic of Namibia, 1990
\textsuperscript{140} Op Cit, Kamutuezu.
This model is comprised of four approaches, which are; legal framework, law enforcement agencies, management of information and interagency cooperation, connected together to successfully mitigate cybercrime. This model is seen by the researcher as imperative to
comprehend appreciate the input of various sectors to battle cybercrime together, whereas if one of them is detached, then the fight will never be effective. Namibia requires such model as a means to mitigate not only cybercrime, but other organised crimes as well. As Buzan says: “The ‘national’ security problem becomes a universal security problem in which individuals, states and the system all take part, and in which economic, societal and environmental factors are as significant as political and military ones”\footnote{Marianne Stone. Security According to Buzan: A Comprehensive Security Analysis. (Security Discussion Papers Series. NY. Columbia University. 2009), p 10}

The state is the authority responsible for the defence of citizens and its properties in a country and ensures that individual, society and state are taking part. It ensures safe operating environment for business to flourish by making laws and procedures which regulates those actions. The laws are to be relevant with the time and has the capacity to trial cases of any magnitude. At present, old laws are the reasons that some cases that are being discharged in the court in Namibia on technicalities. The Ministry of ICT is the leading department to craft cybercrime laws. Since 2012, Namibia is struggling to formulate cybercrime laws, but shortage of expertise and the quick improvement of technology means, it will take a while.

Available legal instruments are always enforced by relevant branches of the state that are responsible. In Namibia, the Office of Prime Minister (OPM), Ministry of Defence (NDF), NAMPOL, the courts, Anti-Corruption Commission (NCC), Bank of Namibia (BON), Ministry of ICT, Namibia Central Intelligence Service (NCIS) are among the law implementers responsible for cybercrime laws. The task of law execution need some coordination. In Namibia, this set-up is at its infancy, therefore, statistics shows high crime.
In order for the law implementer to accomplish its tasks, it need equipment and organisation structure, for instance monitoring hubs and specialists to man them. The infrastructure to monitor are not adequate, those available are poorly equipped. The other area that needs attention is the experts who are well vested in new technology and able to trace cases beyond the border.

3.4 Types of Cybercrime

To mitigate cybercrime, it requires intra and inter cooperation, to share relevant information and take joint action. This calls in the centre where all stakeholders converge and receive directions, take mutual action. As cybercrime occur through network, private business also forms part of the team. This process requires a national centre to receive reports from everyone including individuals who detect any suspicious. Some crimes that were detected in Namibia are as indicated in table 3:

Table 3. Types of Cybercrime

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identity theft</th>
<th>When a person disguises to be some other person, with an aim to making a scam for financial advantages.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DDoS attacks</td>
<td>Are used to make an online virtual service inaccessible and put it down, by barraging or overpowering it with stream of traffic from various sites and sources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Botnets</td>
<td>Networks of compromised processors, orderly controlled by attackers remotely to send spam to other computers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phishing</td>
<td>Methods where cyber criminals lure user to give out the info they want. Users can be seduced through business proposal, or a promise of money which you never subscribed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spam</td>
<td>basically unwelcome emails and messages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Social engineering</strong></td>
<td>A technique in which cyber criminals establishes a contact directly with you through of emails or phones. They first build confidence and when they succeed, it will be easier to obtain the data they need.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Card fraud</strong></td>
<td>when a swindler acquires user’s private identification Number (PIN) or the data on user’s ATM card to obtain access to the funds in your account</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Salami attack</strong></td>
<td>In a salami attack, a crook steals small undetected amount and deposit in one account before carrying out a major attack.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Backdoor</strong></td>
<td>A financial software created and install in a computer that allow illegal entree to the user’s account and siphon money from unsuspecting victim.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hacking</strong></td>
<td>The act of breaching into a computer system, for a socially or politically driven resolve. The individual who executes an action of hacktivism is called a hacktivist.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Author*

It is therefore important that the four arms are important as clearly alluded to in the securitization procedure by Buzan *et al.*

### 3.4.1 Policy and legal framework

According the Director of Communication in the Ministry of ICT, Internet laws that cover cybercrime in Namibia are in its primary stages. There are at this time no suitable laws that clearly cover cybercrime. In 2014, the ITU in conjunction with the government started working on a cybersecurity law that is still being developed. He further indicated that the Namibia University of Science and Technology is working with the ITU to implement child online protection laws but they are still in development.\(^{142}\)

\(^{142}\) Telephone Interview with Mr Klaasen, Director of Communication, Ministry of ICT, September 2016.
NAMPOL indicated lack of up to date Laboratory equipment to conduct investigations on different devices that were used in cybercrime. This, according to NAMPOL, delays the finalization of the investigation on time, pilling up outstanding’s of laboratory reports. Another concern noted by NAMPOL is the deficiency of experience among the investigators and prosecutors caused by the emergence of this types of crimes which is very unique and complicated.\textsuperscript{143}

HIPSSA which is an ITU major project is embarking on transposition of the Cyber security Model Laws of SADC into National Laws of member states, specifically on data protection, electronic transaction and cybercrime\textsuperscript{144}. Moreover, this exercise is being carried conducted in all sub-regions of Africa, which gives hope that once it is completed, it will make a change in fighting international cybercrime.

The present laws are not effective and the legal and policy frameworks that should talk to cybersecurity are not there yet.

Meanwhile, on the word of the Director of Policy in the Ministry of Justice, the following laws are presently used:

- The Financial Intelligence Act, (No. 13 of 2012), made provision for the fighting of money laundering, and in doing that, it establishes an Anti-Money Laundering Advisory Council; to provide the Bank of Namibia with the necessary powers to collect, assess and analyse financial intelligence data, which may lead or relate to money laundering;

\textsuperscript{143} Namibian Police Crime Report, Windhoek, Namibia, April 2016
\textsuperscript{144} Gercke, ITU expert, interviewed 21 December 2016 in Windhoek, Namibia.
• The Prevention of Organized Crime Act, (No 29 of 2004), which provide for measures to fight organized crime, money laundering and criminal band activities;
• Payment System Management Act, (No 3 of 2010), which give the police force the power to confiscate stolen items from criminals;
• Communication Act, (No 8 of 2009), which regulate telecommunications systems and networks;
• Anti-Corruption Act, (No 8 of 2003), which established the Anti-Corruption Commission and its functions; to prevent and punish of corruption.
• The Information Technology Policy for the Republic of Namibia, (Ministry of ICT, 2009) which stipulated the expansion ICT to contribute towards the attainment of vision 2030.¹⁴⁵

These and other laws are the tools used to apprehend cyber criminals currently in Namibia, and contribute immensely to the combat of cybercrime. Moreover, cybercrimes are progressively become sophisticated and new forms and methods of such crimes are developing at an increasing rate.¹⁴⁶

3.4.2 Law Enforcement Agencies

As the say goes ‘it is one thing to make a law, and another to implement it’. Law Enforcement Agencies contribute immensely to the fighting of cybercrime by ensuring that laws are adhered to. However, the regularity of occurrence of cybercrime activities being reported indicated that the resident Law Enforcement Organizations like NAMPOL, NDF, NCIS, the Courts, BON and Receiver of Revenue seems to struggling containing these crimes. Law Enforcement Agencies,

as indicated by the NAMPOL, lack laboratories at regions and that makes things more difficult because every item is forwarded to WHK which is overcrowded with items awaiting examinations from all regions. NAMPOL further stressed that, there are shortage of Investigators and Prosecutions on cybersecurity owing to lack of fund, thus makes the courts less effective in dealing with cybersecurity.\footnote{Namibian Police Crime Report, Windhoek, Namibia, August, 2016}

According to Riptech report, police forces in some states are highly localized and not well prepared to participate in this international nature of cybercrimes, and they are also experiencing manpower shortage to handle cybercrimes. As such, NAMPOL point out that NAMPOL has been unable to recruit and retain the best available IT talent, adding to what the former Governor of the BoN, Tom Alueendo stated that Namibia has a very small Police IT Unit\footnote{Alweendo, T. \textit{Report on Financial Crime in Namibia; Evidence, Economic Effects and Countering Mechanisms}. Windhoek: Safari Hotel. (20 June 2007), p 6.}. Therefore, the gravest challenge facing Namibia is the deficiency of resources and the limited capacity available to train specialists to investigate cybercrime.

As said by the Chief of Staff ICT in the Ministry of Defence, the NDF has just established the IT technical section, and its capability is not yet tested.\footnote{Interviewed with Haihambo Jimmy, Chief of Staff ICT, Namibia Defence Force, (Windhoek, Namibia, 20 December 2016).} As for the NCIS, shortage of resources and knowledge gap are among reasons impeding them to acquire capacity to monitor cybercrime, despite the provision in the Communication Act, No 8 of 2009.

As Gercke put it, “weakness of defense mechanisms co-varies positively with the probability of attack”.\footnote{Gercke, M. \textit{Understanding cybercrime: Phenomena, Challenges and Legal Response}. (Geneva: ITU Publication., 2012) p 57.} As such, Namibia’s under-develop system exposed the country to more attacks. While some weaknesses are technological, others are behavioral/perceptual in nature,
hence, failure to catch up with technologies will cost the economy dearly. It calls upon the executive to realize this deficiency and reply positively to this demand.

The computer literacy level in the police force is very low and agreeing to the crime squad report they are planning to establish partnership with other participants such as BON and the Prosecutor-General’s office to facilitate basic computer training programs for the investigators, while encouraging members to use computer training facilities in their space to upgrade themselves. This training is basically for operators and cannot produce experts. Paradoxically, it experience lack of training material.

3.4.3 Information and data management

Acting Director; Policy and Regulations in the Ministry of ICT indicated that Namibia does have the required infrastructure and resources\textsuperscript{151}. There two (2) Universities that are currently doing wide-ranging study of cybersecurity. Namibia University of Science and Technology (NUST) at this time has a research cluster of about 20 people that are exclusively researching in Cybersecurity and are producing at most 10 honor and Masters students a year that have studied Cybersecurity\textsuperscript{152}. On the centrally, Bank of Namibia deputy Director stressed that, there exist a gap of coordination in the utilization of available resources by stakeholders. These stakeholders have not developed their institution and prepare it on cybersecurity. Therefore student who completes their university programs cannot be hired on cybersecurity related jobs within the market.

\textsuperscript{151} Interview with Ms Elizabeth Kamutuezu, Acting Director, Policy and Regulations: Ministry of ICT. Interview conducted on 21 December 2016 in his office, Windhoek, Namibia.

\textsuperscript{152} Interview with David Ndatipo, Intelligence Officer, Namibia Defence Force. 26 December, 2016, Windhoek.
According to NAMPOL, the force is under staffed, and no resource is available to send people for training. In addition, many trained personal are leaving for private sectors seeking better salaries. Lack of fund affected the procurement of new equipment to monitor cybercrime activities, especially those can retrieve messages and images from computers and cell phone.

Consequently, effective risk controlling and preventive system demand implementation of a well-proven security standard.\textsuperscript{153} As mentioned above, cybercrime research are highly complex, so as resource and expertise intensive, and this can impede the developing countries could not to probe all reported cybercrime.

Moreover, section 70 of Communication Act, (No 8 of 2009), made provision for the establishing of interception centers to monitor networks for national security.\textsuperscript{154} These centers are to be staffed by members of the Namibia Central Intelligence Service (Act No. 8 of 2009). According to Kaasen, the Director of ICT management in the Ministry of ICT (interviewed 16 July 2013), these centers are in the process of being established, citing difficulties with assets and expertise.

Infrastructure and equipment contribution immensely to cybersecurity effort, for it is through which all information and data are obtained. This task requires commitment and enthusiasm from the line ministry to be realized, and this may be a gray area that require urgent attention from the government because the country needs well trained people to manage cybercrime as a matter of emergency.

As Lorents and Oties put it, the police can investigate a case, and when the police follow the ‘leads’ the cyber criminals knew the police were going to raid them and seize their hardware and

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item[\textsuperscript{153}] Riptech. \textit{Riptech Internet Security Threat Report}. Riptech University: USA; Arizona obtained on 4 July 2016 from http://www.4law.co.il/276.pdf
\item[\textsuperscript{154}] Communication Act, 2009 of the Ministry of ICT. Windhoek, Namibia
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
therefore destroyed the evidence.\textsuperscript{155} As such, there is a pressing need of IT experts to examine situations and networks and/or computer to establish the space of compromise.

In addition, Lorenta and Oties further stressed that there could be a legal expert to guide IT expert as to how to preserve evidence and advise him that evidence will be crucial in establishing the basics of crime. These require highly qualified professionals which Namibia lacked.

However, reported cases are being investigated by NAMPOL Crime Unit, except in parts where it lacked expertise and means such as IT and legal, which always lead to interruptions in finishing such cases.

Some cases are still undecided in the court for absence of evidence because the landscape of cybercrime requires sophisticated tools and expertise to follow, which our police did not have, since evidence can be cleared quickly. The reported cybercrimes might not necessarily be committed locally; but be actioned in different countries, and spread to Namibia.

\subsection*{3.4.4 Inter-agency cooperation}

Inter-agency cooperation can be described as a procedure in which two or more organizations decided to share resources so as to solve a specific problem or meet a specific need.\textsuperscript{156} The Buzan and Weaver\textsuperscript{157} from Copenhagen School of security studies, alluded to this in their securitization process by indicating that by working together, agencies will increase their effectiveness, strengthen resource base, and decision making capabilities, to effectively assist in

\textsuperscript{155}Lorent, P. and Ottis, P. Cyberspace: Definition and Implications. (Cooperative Cyber Defence Centre of Excellence. Estonia: Tallinn, 2013) p 16

\textsuperscript{156}Canham, R. Interagency coordination and rapid community growth. (University of Arizona.1999), p 34

the determination of a community need or problem that any single agency cannot accomplish acting alone. As such, inter-agency cooperation brings an important force multiplier to the combating of cybercrime. According to ex-Minister of ICT\textsuperscript{158}, corporation is vital hence a requirement between different agencies, land particularly lawyers, police and the courts to properly prosecute cyber related crimes.

NAMPOL opined that cooperation at some levels is limited and this is restricted by the monitoring equipment and experts. Among different agencies, only Bank of Namibia seems well equipped and is having qualified personnel who are always assisting the Police with investigations. Moreover, other Banks, Ministries and Parastatals. Anti-Corruption Commission (ACC) and other Private Auditing Companies, such as Pricewaterhouse Coopers (PCW) share the little they get with the police.

However, lack of inter-agency collaboration hampered law enforcement agencies’ ability to solve cybercrimes. As per the law, there are some specific agencies which are given a role to coordinate cybercrimes country-wide, for instance the Bank of Namibia, the Courts, CRAN, Receiver of Revenue, the Police force and NCIS, these institutions should then coordinate with commercial entities such as Telecom Namibia, MTC, Commercial banks and other firms in the country.

Specifically, the Communication Act provided for the formation of an independent Communications Regulatory Authority of Namibia; and the creation of an Association to manage the internet domain name, space and for other things connected therewith.\textsuperscript{159} Prevention of Organized Crime Act, (No. 29 of 2004), provided for the formation of a Criminal Assets

\textsuperscript{158}Menges, W. Court Orders Removal of Facebook Smut - AllAfrica.com. The Namibian. 25 January 2015, p 5
\textsuperscript{159}Communication Act, 2009 of the Ministry of ICT, Windhoek, Namibia
Recovery Fund and a Criminal Assets Recovery Committee. All these are set-up to contribute to the fighting of crimes, including cybercrime, but is not yet fully operational.

3.4.5 Combined effort

The four mentioned components should contribute equally to combating cybercrime, and should not operate in isolation. Ironically, it showed that the state authority did well in setting up all these institutions; however, the implementation is lacking, that perhaps make it less active.

According NAMPOL, between 600 and 700 cybercrimes are reported per month, but given the crime rate in the world, this number is very small, which indicates that many happenings were not reported.

As stressed by Gercke, an ITU expert, cyber criminals target users who does not comprehend how they work, further indicating that many incidents of computer crimes occur on daily basis.\(^\text{160}\) Equally, the statistic of victims in Namibia is not known because they are not taken serious as it affect individuals who capacity and skills to pursue it. Therefore, the lack of reporting cybercrime cases led to ambiguity as regards to crime.

In most countries, Namibia included, law enforcement has a shortfall of 5 to 10 years behind the international crime curve relative to technological capabilities\(^*\)\(^\text{161}\). It seems there is challenge of common laws, no sophisticated technology at our disposal, nor the requisite manpower and expertise to effectively deal with complex criminal actions for example money


laundering. The police already have their hands full with the handling of so-called "traditional crimes", however, the country still faces the challenges mentioned above relating to training and manpower. Otherwise, given the progression of cybercrime and the speed of technology, the newly produced laws could be outdated without being implemented. It therefore suffices to say that, there is a pressing need for mobilization all state machinery to manage cybercrime.

3.5 Conclusion

This chapter examined cybercrime activities in Namibia and looked into the preparation and coordination of stakeholders in the country to fight the phenomenon. Information is provided by officials and technocrats who represented different offices, ministries and agencies, in Namibia and also other international institutions. It underscored the fact that, although new cyber laws are to be introduced into the future, the authority at this time use different laws, protocols, agreements and control measures which are underway at different levels, both locally and internationally, with significant successes. Nonetheless, different authors have written on the growing cybercrime trend in the international affairs and economic inter-linked. Although some commitments were undertaken towards addressing the challenges modelled by cybercrime, by reviewing laws and creating task forces, it seems that changes in laws are not made fast enough as the internationalization of cybercrime makes it hard to trace as offender use the third countries through which they commit crime. This study considered precisely Namibia’s organisational set-up to confront this challenge, by analysing the four main components of combating cybercrime, which are; the law, law enforcement agencies, information and data management and interagency cooperation. All should contribute equally, whereas, if only one fail to contribute, the effect will be felt by others, and it weaken the whole system.
CHAPTER FOUR
CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF CYBER SECURITY IN NAMIBIA

4.1 Introduction

This chapter analyses panorama of cybercrime in Namibia, critically looking at the ways it occurs and the remedies available, with the intention of identifying gaps in the judicial system, which the authority has to cogitate with the aim of containing the cybercrime phenomenon. Information security solidification require confidence framework, including authentication, network security, privacy and consumer protection for the improvement of the Information Handling Culture besides building self-confidence among users of ICTs. To achieve all these, a universal culture of cybersecurity is to be promoted, developed and executed in partnership with all participants and international expert bodies. Namibia need just that arrangement so that the phenomenon of cybercrime can be contained.

To analyse the findings, it is indispensable to closely examine the perspicacity of respondents so as to tease out inferences, hence, it is imperious to scrutinize these findings. As Thucydides in Zalta asserted, cybercrime is derived from the realism theory which deem information as power through which states wants to dominate others to defend their interest.\footnote{Thucydides in Zalta, E. Political Realism in International Relations, (Stanford University, 2010), p 8.} In this regards, it employs the method of collecting intelligence about military technology by hacking into other communication system. Data can be collected through various ways and by different players, being it individual or group.

Ironically, the usage of cyberspace has provided a leeway to be exploited by different groups and individuals whose ambitions are to gain more of information over others. A compromised information is detrimental to the owner thus create a threat. One typical example is
purported China capability of anti-satellite system to shot down other satellite which is worry some to countries who owned satellite.\textsuperscript{163}

This is because the information about satellite characteristics is collected through cyber means. The initiative is to secure interests and to reaffirm realist thinking that who hold power can win the race.

### 4.1.1 Effectiveness of the existing laws

The study acknowledged that anticipated cybercrime bill is still under debate and that existing laws have gaps that are being exploited by criminals. As technology is changing too fast, Namibian laws cannot catch-up with it. Most cybercrimes are conducted remotely, a considerable distance away from the target scene. As alluded to by Schjolberg and Ghermaouti-Hélie, a high percentage of cybercrime investigations are impeded by sovereignty, thus have significant jurisdictional problems.\textsuperscript{164} Thus, it become difficult to make available evidence in the court of law and eventually rendering the interpretation of conventional laws difficult. Such argument was exploited as a ground for cases that are withdrawn on technicalities. It eventually, created a gap in the legal fraternity which is vehemently exploited by criminals.

As Director of Communication in the Minister of ICT stressed, the bill that regulate cybercrime and cyber-security, which are crimes that are committed through internet and their prevention, is not yet completed by Parliament. As alluded to in the Global Protocol on Cybersecurity and Cybercrime, all government carry the duties to make relevant laws.\textsuperscript{165} However, in this case, the Namibian government is delaying to conform with this provision.

\textsuperscript{163} Mahajan, V. Chinese Anti-Satellite Means: Criticality and Vulnerability of Indian Satellites. (CLAWS Journal, New Delhi, 2016), p 174
\textsuperscript{165} Ibid, p 35
The study also revealed that responsible government departments are not doing enough to produce new policies that commensurate with new technology, since the crime dimension has changed, and became a challenge for investigation and trial of such crime. Although section 70 of the Communication Act, (No 8 of 2009) provided for the creation of interception centers as a necessity for the fighting of crimes and national security, its implementation is wanting. The law sanctions the state to acquire technological capability to be able to listen, read and track down activities of intruders who use telecommunication.

Unwittingly, this section is being challenged by human right practitioners on the basis that the Constitution of the Republic of Namibia guaranteed human right and freedom in its Chapter three. The Human Rights groups also made reference to Article 19 of the Universal Declaration on Human Rights (UDHR), the 1950 Council of Europe Convention for Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR). These international instruments prohibit infringement upon privacy right, including privacy of their communications. Equally, the law should protect the Law Enforcement operatives when calls for investigating cases, which at times can require entering the premises of the suspected individual.

Nevertheless, while freedom is a pre-requisite, so is security, and one’s freedom is another insecurity, the two are essential in live, hence, there necessity to be balanced. Proponent of constitutional rights sometimes overlook security issues, yet they look for solace in secure environment which guarantee their freedom. It is privy to remember that people need protection and that of their properties including their conversations, which is the duty of everyone
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complementing the government as advocated in the securitization approach. Conspicuously, too much freedom will create lawless, while too much security will be regarded as repressive, which is always associated with authoritarian system, securitization approach does not ignore this behavior. Notwithstanding, it is indispensable to demarcate the degree of freedom required in order not to give away state security which will render the country vulnerable, hence the government as a custodian of its people should take a bold action against all odds.

As it stands, the usage of section 70 of that Act is deficient pending the court ruling. The section is incomplete with the deficiency of any supporting institutions and infrastructure available to operationalize it. Although the relevant department is preparing to put-up the required structure as per the Ministry statement. Another important observation is the nonexistence of clear retribution for non-compliance in the Act. Perhaps this may well be provided for in the envisaged Data Protection law which still in a draft form.

Meanwhile, the draft bill proposes the formation of a data protection authority and seeks to create provisions for the use, processing and collection of private information in an attempt to protect citizens’ rights to privacy which is currently lacking. It is nevertheless not clear on how it will address the problem. On this note, a follow-up study is indispensable to further identify gaps that will ensue. On the similar note, the government of the Republic of Namibia is working together with the ITU on the country’s cybercrime bill, which is still in draft form, to comply with the HIPSSA project. Even this draft need a thorough scrutiny and analysis to comply with the fast developing technology which was lacking in the former laws. The envisaged new law is expected address gaps in the present laws.
As alluded to by realists’ scholars such as; Thomas Hobbs, Robert Jarvis and Hans Morgenthau, the International System in which ICT is born out is anarchic; and self-help.\textsuperscript{168} As such, anybody can design a software without certification, enter the systems and infringe into others privacy. It is like any builder who can design a structure and start building without certification. The Namibian conventional laws in place are not capable of being used against cyber criminals, therefore, as can be observed, cybercrime continue unabated.

As alluded to by Ms. Kamutueezu, Acting Director, Policy and Regulations. Ministry of ICT,\textsuperscript{169} some policy in Namibia become redundant since they are not used, hence regular revision is advised to accommodate new changes. The envisaged new cybercrime strategy was being discussed at different forums for four years now. Since then, new development emerged that need inclusion, but is seems law makers are delaying to finalize it, which shows either limited of appraisal of the seriousness of cybercrime or perhaps deficient of political will. The new law supposed to indicate how cybercrime will be tackled during the implementation of Vision 2030, but according to Kamutueezu, these inputs are delaying the endorsement of this policy. Other important provisions that requires some consideration is that of tasking institutions to budget for cybercrime mitigation projects, and put standard of training requirements (to have one minimum standard) to make it easy for control purposes.\textsuperscript{170} As with other methods of ICTs, since this policy is critical, there is the requirements to gain political support. It can come from the government, interest groups, political parties or private sector advocates, thus any stakeholders can push for these legislation and rules.

\textsuperscript{169}Interview with Ms Elizabeth Kamutuezu, Acting Director, Policy and Regulations: Ministry of ICT. (Interview conducted on 21 December 2016 in his office, Windhoek, Namibia)
4.1.2 Effectiveness of the law enforcement agencies

The findings showed that the enforcement mechanism have deficient resources and expertise to monitor, seizure and prosecute crooks.

This finding is amazing because the government had put more resources for the past twenty (20) years to make policies and laws which required various departments to coordinate through meetings and boards at different forums to look into implementations aspects. However, some respondents felt that present challenge is the absence of proper structure in Namibia that make things worse. The regularity of occurrence of cybercrime activities being reported indicated that the local stakeholders such as NAMPOL, NDF, NCIS, the Courts, BON and Receiver of Revenue seems to struggling containing these crimes. Law enforcement agencies, as indicated by the NAMPOL, lack laboratories to process the route of crimes.

The study revealed that majority of Namibian institutions are not well organized to participate in the fighting of crime, which is not among their priorities. As Taureck opined, securitizing move is in theory an option opens to any unit because when the leading actor, in this case, the government, introduce binding policies and convinced other actors of the legitimate requirements to lessen the phenomenon, that a mutual effort will inevitably address it as a security matter.

The study identified lack of experts in policing as one of the gaps contributing to the slow response to cybercrime incidents. According to Sandra Garises of the central Bank of Namibia, government made funds available to enable the Bank of Namibia’s Financial Intelligence Centre
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to conduct training workshops for local police units across the country, on cybercrime prevention during the 2014/2015 financial year. Garises further indicated that during the period, 13 training workshops were conducted on money laundering, identifying the earnings of crime, freeze assets and track down the funding of terrorism and its proliferation with assistance of experts from Australia. Although this is a short term effort and could not address the core challenge of shortage of expertise, at least it will do something meaningful. For the country

Criminals are developing new tricks commensurate with latest technologies, therefore, cybercrime need technical expertise who underwent extensive training for the reason that it involves technical aspects such as identifying problem and tracing the offender online. It therefore calls for a National Cyber Security Strategy, a package that put emphasis on long term measures to fully control this phenomenon. A program that is funded to an extend that it really addresses the problem country-wide. This project should be inclusive, with full government commitment to sponsor proper and identical education of all stakeholders that empowers policing agencies and subsidiaries to effectively carry out investigation of offences and prosecute offenders. Hans Morgenthau, a realist, posited that the country’s security can solely be entrusted to the state, which has authority and power to make laws and implement it.\textsuperscript{173} This statement elucidated the power politic in the international system.

According to NAMPOL; existing law are deficient to adequately address challenges of technology matters such as security breaches and/or online crime. Thus, the lack of legislations to address online criminality makes it problematic to prosecute offenders. The Namibian law enforcement organizations are not computer literate and have a critical shortage of forensic laboratory within any branch of the NAMPOL. The only few available are at Commercial Banks

which assist NAMPOL at regions to view and analyse cybercrime related issues. Due to the above mentioned impediments, NAMPOL does not publish and release statistics of cybercrime incidents in the whole country, and this make it problematic to see the trend.

A study directed by United Nations in Jamaica and Jordan states shows that there are initiative to establish specialized prosecution structures and they have plans to create a new tribunal structure for cybercrime. While in some countries, the general levels of preparedness on cybercrime specialization are lower but law enforcement experts are better organized than other institution. 60% of all responding countries have established specific prosecutorial structures for cybercrime. It further indicated that the facility of police to gather and analyse electronic evidence during investigations can be critical to the successful identification and trial of perpetrators. In some countries evidence rules show a discrepancy considerably between jurisdictions, even amongst countries with related legal traditions. In general terms, however, legal structures of common law tradition tend to have defined rules as to the admissibility of evidence.

4.1.3 Information management

The study, explicitly, illustrated lack of modern infrastructure and monitoring equipment at different institutions, mainly because cybercrime is not well-thought-out as an urgent matter, and therefore is not even budgeted for. Hence, this knowledge gap, made employees not to be concerned about cybercrime. According to Sandema, specific institutions, such as banks have put
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more efforts in setting up infrastructure to mitigate cybercrime.\textsuperscript{175} These are commercial businesses and are concerned only with their customers.

This finding does not augur well for government which has a responsibility to protect privacy of all people as enshrined in Article 13 of the Constitution of the Republic of Namibia\textsuperscript{176}. Equally, as was indicated in previous chapters of this report, cybercrime is motivated by economy; therefore, by having no control over it will likely sway away potential investors from other country.

Cybercrime phenomenon carried some reforms in handling of information which older people who had been in service for longer than 25 years could not comprehend. Most of these aged people occupy senior positions in offices various departments and agencies and supposed to impose stern control over their subordinates. However, this research found that the control is lax in many offices, ministries and agencies, presumably due to posting computer illiterate people at different departments within the government system. Then again, younger employees who are technically savvy, at times their authority is undermined by these senior employees who ignore instructions by nature of being seniors. Strong institution is always supported by the enthusiasm of employees to succeed. This campaign requires cohesion supported by understanding and inclination to attain the objectives of the institution. In Namibia, only the minister of ICT talks about cybercrime at different forums, while other branches are quite, which simply indicates that this phenomenon is not among their priorities. Even that, the speech act tells a lot on the existential of the issues to be securitized as postulated by Barry Busan.

\textsuperscript{175} Sandema, R. Cybercrime on the rise. The Namibian. Windhoek, Namibia, (21 Jan 2015), p1

\textsuperscript{176} Constitution of the Republic of Namibia, 1990. Windhoek, Namibia
The former president of Namibia Sam Shafiishuna Nuuyoma once said that, ignorance is a disease that can destroy the nation.\textsuperscript{177} According Ms Kamutezu, some Offices, ministries and agencies (OMA) have invested in modern IT system which could be utilized to monitor cybercrime. However, some challenges are obviously seen specifically in managing and maintaining these systems for its effective use. Balzacq et al underlined that to securitize an issue is to give it sufficient advocacy to win the assent of the audience, which enables those who are authorized to handle the issue to use whatever means they deem most appropriate to address it.\textsuperscript{178}

In this case in point, the government as the authority which has overall power supposed to make certain that security is well structured so that all individuals and entities participate during securitization exercise. The most appropriate way is to start capacity building campaign for the policing agencies and other partners in order to keep well-informed about new development and enable flexibility.

The study also illustrated that some OMA does not prioritized cybercrime and is not even appearing in their budget. This is an indication that management has no required knowledge of modern technology, and this can cause network exposure to cybercriminal unknowingly. The increase success of cybercriminals gives them confidence to continue with their evil work as measure taken does not really affect their operations. Cohen and Felson alluded through rational activity process that cybercriminals assess the situation to determines whether a crime takes place.\textsuperscript{179} Based on that assessment, it seems that the deficiency of a national Internet gateway for

\textsuperscript{178} Balzacq, T. et al. Securitization’ revisited: Theory and cases. (The Institute for Strategic Research (IRSEM); University of Namur, 2015), p 30
Namibia had allowed more entry which in turn created many gaps that are exploited by criminals.

The major challenge is that only managers and administers who have little knowledge about the system sit in forums of preparation and decision making, while scientists and technical people with variety of expertise are not consulted. In that case there could be no proper budgeting for cybercrime activities. The governments of India and Egypt, government apportion about 2% of the national budget to the fight of cybercrime. In Namibia, that standard is not yet achieved, the study found it absurd and suggest that right people are put at right places to achieve such standard. In line with the securitization process, state as paramount actor leads other stakeholders to discuss and identify what should be securitized so that available resources can be prudently allocated. In this case the existence of the risk of cybercrime in Namibia is a reality therefore the government need to budget for those measure that are instrumental to contest cybercrime before the matter is out of hand.

The discovery of this malicious acts could be ascribed to law enforcement. In some structure, government makes laws but has challenge to enforce it because of lack of capacity such as of expertise and infrastructure like monitoring hubs. In this instance, the ability to detect the infringement, is a gray area in many systems and give the idea to be the fact. This may perhaps be ascribed by shortage of modern monitoring infrastructure, experts in cybercrime laws and supplemented by proper coordination among law policing agencies. Conceivably, the laws may be there, stakeholder’s committees may be there, but the implementation and execution is a concern. It may be caused by negative attitude and morality of officials complimented by their lack of skills. Lack of control, it looks as if those who are entrusted to control different
department are not doing their work, at times employees morale is low to deal with tasks. In that condition, there can be no improvement.

4. 1. 4 Education of employees

The study exposed that employees in government departments are unaware of cybercrime. This picture illustrated that this phenomenon is widespread but users are inept to identify it. Given the degree to which cybercrime has penetrated the global network systems for which Namibia is part of, measures to confront the impasse are immediately required. Further, the study revealed that few local IT and legal experts are capable of gathering evident, tracing and prosecute cybercrime, while ICT departments are staffed with expatriates who are imported from other country at the expense of Namibians, an exercise which is very costly. Security, as Barry Busan posited, cannot be outsourced.\textsuperscript{180} It is the duty of the citizens of that state to improve it.

This finding illustrate perhaps that efforts to provide emergency training for Namibians is essential and therefore the government is anticipated to act swiftly by investing in this venture. It is also essential to introduce retention policies to retain such scarce skills especially in the ranks and files of the law enforcement.

As posited by Thorel, human being are the weakest link if not well prepared, but can be the strongest link if well educated\textsuperscript{181}. The findings revealed that measures adopted to curb internet fraud in Namibia are grossly inadequate and therefore poses a serious danger to investment opportunities locally and in the region. The major challenges especially in Namibia is lack of security awareness among employees. Respondents signposted that most activities
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ranging from administration, finance, political, security are dependent on computer, but security orientation is given to employees at recruitment raising the cybercrime concerns and the weakness of sensitive departmental information.

Cybercrime is stealthy by nature, something that move quick and silent. The intruder enter the network quietly with no sign of identity for general people, unless experts, but even them has to relay on special equipment and software gadgets to identify an intruder. The effective method that seems to address this menace is users awareness on what their computer and mobile phones are capable of doing. By having employees who understanding the concept cybercrime and be alert at all time when using those gadget is paramount, to conceal the identity of the caller, but also the called and other information stores in the gadget, being it telephone numbers, emails or information therein.

Criminal intelligent agents use social engineering an intrigue way to tactically extract information from employees. Where employees are tempted to unknowingly deliver information concerning the department, senior officials and programs either through phone or email. For example, a secretary being requested to provide phone number and email of his/her boss by unknown person pretending to secure an appointment. This information will then be use to go into the system. Intelligence agents only need a hint of information as a lead, the rest is history. In this world, individual intelligence is put under test every moment, thus, it required a well vested individual to escape this tolled.

The common cybercrime in Namibia is card fraud. Card fraud happened when a swindler gets user’s Personal Identification Number (PIN) or the information on the ATM card to acquire access to the funds in your account. Many Namibians use credit cards wen shopping and other
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services. While this method is appreciated, it is exposed to fraud. NAMPOL is overwhelmed with consumers reporting incidents of card fraud. SA Banking Risk Information Centre indicated that card fraud cost the economy dearly with R 454 million loss in 2014\textsuperscript{183} alone. As was indicated by the Manager at Forensics, First National Bank (FNB) Namibia, during interview, card fraud is a concern for the bank and electronic payment firms like Visa. To address this challenge, FNB and Visa joined each other to offer card fraud prevention information to Namibian consumers in whatever is anticipated to become an annual card security awareness campaign. This is in line with securitization process which requires stakeholders to address security issues together.

Preliminary, Namibia was a transit for cybercrime, through which fraudsters attacked other systems, but at the moment it is among the soft target where criminals entered the system undetected, that could be prevented by consumer education. Banks and users are at risk of card cloning. To this effect, BoN reported a sequence of incidents such as skimming of card and PIN interception which were recorded in several parts of the country.\textsuperscript{184} Several card fraudsters were arrested in the past, some of which were convicted, while others were set free on technicalities. This demonstrated a lack of capability to seriously punish these fraudsters and that encourage the increase of this acts, which target people at rural areas who do not have the funds for good lawyers.

NAMPOL has over the time raised angst on the increased public complained that accounts are being opened and operated in their name. The challenge affecting the performance of police seems to relation with cybercrime sub-division lack of the required capacity and
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authority to investigate, if anything on the network that poses threat to the Namibian publics is detected. Law makers are therefore informed by these empirical evidence which indicate clearly the impact of cybercrime to the economy, political, safety and security in their country that will eventually determine the speed of passing the law to address it.

4.1.5 Budget allocations

The research found that several offices, departments and agencies in Namibia does not yet budget for cybercrime activities. These entities are either not yet absorbed on the securitization project in the country, which is the government duty to provide leadership, or the government itself is too lax to take the lead. It is internationally agreed that 2% of the budget should be apportioned for programs against cybercrime. India, Kenya, Australia and SA are all inclined to this provision of international law, and are able to make significant development in the combat against cybercrime in their countries.\textsuperscript{185}

In Namibia, the government has strength in formulating policies, but weakness in funding it. Even in the bill under discussions this provision of percentage on national budget that goes to battle cybercrime is not there. The important to raise awareness among law makers to know that the more they ignore funding cybercrime, the faster it increase.

4.1.6 Inter and intra-agency coordination

As stated by the Ministry of ICT, the government invested too much in the expansion of IT both infrastructure and education. In addition, it has organized several forums over the past seven (7)
years to organize agencies to coordination and sharing information and data pertaining to
cybercrime throughout the country.\textsuperscript{186}

Despite that effort, the study found the deficiency of incongruity of development between
different offices, ministries, and agencies in the part of IT with regards to the pursuit of
technological changes, because, as the study shows, some institutions have up-to-date
communication systems and infrastructure, while other are lacking behind, thus, caused by
technology gap. The training seemed not to produce the real need of the users as many people
trained have no capacity to make an impact by of propagating the message to their institutions.
The much talked about multi-agencies approach seems challenging as people from different
sectors may not cooperate, because these are organisation brought together and told to do
somewhat they have no incentives.

Most of respondents are skeptical on the coordination among government, business and
individual in the protection against organized attacks capable of wreaking damage to economy of
the world. Countries like South Africa has already created joint response mechanism called
Computer Emergency Response Team(CERT), which comprises experts working together with
law enforcement to handle computer security happenings\textsuperscript{187}. In Namibia, government intends to
establish necessary infrastructure starting with conducting capacity building workshops on
cybercrime through public enlightenment programs, such as interactive session with the Bankers’
Committee and government agencies, and associating with business sector in setting network
security rules.

\textsuperscript{186} Interview with Ms Elizabeth Kamutuezu, Acting Director, Policy and Regulations: Ministry of ICT. Interview
conducted on 21 December 2016 in his office, Windhoek, Namibia.
As it stands, many institutions in Namibia have adopted new technology but only few of them such as NAMPOL handles these incidences, in coordination with banks and few institutions country wide that have limited capabilities such as forensic laboratories. It requires that proactive measures to be applied against cybercrime, such as setting up of monitoring hubs to ensure cyber safety on the Internet. The absence of multi-agency collaboration and capacity in institutions is a huge setback and criminal are using this chance to attack other countries through Namibia, and also to drudge into local network. On 10 June 2010, a team of hackers by the fake name ‘the Moroccan Exploiters Team’ hacked into Namibian websites, shutting down sites, including that of the Parliament and Government Institutions Pension Fund (GIPF), placing their calling-card logo cover-page up, as a substitute of the local site homepage. According to the crime squad, it the second time in a year that such outbreak happened on the same institutions. This event can affect business country-wide and make investors are skeptical about the safety of information. Developing countries for example Namibia has to deploy the ITU toolkit in ensuring cybersecurity.

ITU toolkit is a applied tool designed to mitigate cybercrime which countries can use for the explanation of a cyber-security legal agenda and related laws. In addition, it supplements the effort of consultation, bringing together and team work amongst governments and the business sector, which are important if stakeholders are serious about tackling this elusive phenomenon. Those firms authorized to prove internet should be obliged to report any incursion they detect to the police. Since cybercrime is a worldwide problem, law enforcement agents in Namibia requires strong collaboration with major international security organizations for example the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) and also INTERPOL to assist in investigation on cyber
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criminality. It is mandatory that proper harmonization of possible measures, practices, and procedures be done for combating this problem. Harmonization of laws is necessary at all levels of society to encounter the challenges of technology internationally and its accompanying problems.

### 4.2 Research and Development (R&D)

Cybercrime is common to both developed less industrialized countries. Is happening fast and therefore need also fast action. It requires collaborations in R&D of all institutions locally, as it is happening in other countries in the world. However, its perseverance gives the imprint that developing countries for example Namibia, Botswana and Lesotho are less affected because the technology is not embraced as much as in industrialized countries such as USA, China and France. To substantiate that argument, the cyberattack that was carried out in May 2017, and which infected over 300 000 computers worldwide, have grave impact in developed countries for instance Russia, India and Taiwan, and was not even felt in developing countries.\(^{190}\) The source of that attach could only be found through research laboratories in which developed countries invested heavily.

Meanwhile, effort being taken in Namibia includes the effort by the University of Namibia to develop courses on cybercrime in its curriculum. While it may take time to produce experts, the initiative is worth encouragement to reinforce the government agencies, financial and legal institutions to lessen cybercrime by all available means. This initiative calls for a multi-stakeholder investigation at national level. With regards to the practice and policy effects, the research provides the foundation for a rigorous effort on the part of private citizens and corporate
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bodies, to report cybercrime cases and demand that government produce laws, policies and technologies to curb cybercrime.

4.3 Modern day approach to addressing cybercrime

Issues of coordination become crucial. To address the cybercrime challenges, it need a campaign planning at national level. Planning need coordination, distribution of responsibilities, and clear what role for each player. Campaign Planning (CP) is a new approach linked to specialized area of thinking. A good campaign planning is to give a timeline and start with action, it all depend on the context. It is significant to have different objectives for the one CP.

It is imperative to develop and define parameters to securitize networks and have points of monitoring for the success of CP. This will be complimented by specialists in both cybercrime and laws experts. The judiciary has to be aligned to this project because of the nature of its work. For example, the police evidence to be accepted in the court. As it stands, the courts are more independent, make room for criminal to escape punishment. There is a necessity for a national council to engage in budgeting to limit duplication by ensuring that resources are pooled in one vote and the equipment to be acquired and expert being prepared serves the whole country, not one department.

Realistically, cybercrime is a challenge that cannot be lectured in isolation. This rise the important issue of methodology on how to shared data so as succeed in the CP. Shared cyber data should be reliable and actionable, the challenge with cyber data is that it is illusive, meaning that it can be deleted and become difficult to trace.

Coordination is an important aspect of national CP to be carried out by the national designated body, a council, not a ministry. It should be established by policy of the government.
The function is multi sectoral as it is executed at national level. Coordination should also reach to other states and world organisations to address pertinent issues on bilateral and multilateral basis through diplomacy.

Most less industrialized countries are not in charge of their own security because they outsource consultant to install its communication systems and operate it without knowing who is connected, sometime the supplier keep the pin code. To make things worse they receive software and hardware equipment already prepared from the supplier, which could be installed with backdoor to guarantee that the someone has access to download the information anytime the internet is on and transmit all information to the supplier without user’s knowledge. This does not only expose users but it encourages the supplier to continue supplying at a discount price a deal which African people always are like to hear. This can be addressed through capacity building. Software is easier to design and need to create capacity around this. Even within the framework of the architecture of the state, the definition of power is distorted. You cannot claim power if you cannot protect yourself.\textsuperscript{191} It also matter how security sector work together. We create enabling environment to provide protection by creating relevant institution and infrastructure for other sector to complete their work, laws, links, etc.

Non state actor such as banks are far ahead in development, but they don’t have authority and capacity to make public laws. The government is charged with the security responsibility by its citizen including the banks. It created laws to punish offenders without infringing in privacy. Ordinary people are dissatisfied with fraud and scam, they cry to the state not to the bank and if laws are not there, state fails in its obligations to create good living. Cybercrime is bad for economy as it can sway away potential investors with the consideration that there is lack of

protection. Capacity gap in institutions impede the security agencies to carry out their work, the exploitation of these gaps such as by Morrocan hacker group could be avoided. When policies made by global institutions have disastrous consequence, the agency is not accountable, there is a challenge of governance in Africa, where states ignore policies, conventions and agreement which they put forth. This is perhaps caused by international system as postulated in realist’s views.

4.4 Conclusion

This chapter, dealt with the conclusions of the study. The researcher conducted as many experts as possible, which reinforce the validity of the findings. It shows that the absence of proper policies still challenge given that the envisaged cybercrime law has been debated without breakthrough for five (5) years now. It concludes that inadequate infrastructure such as network hubs and forensic laboratories impede the monitoring and controlling of the system. There is severe shortage of experts in public institution as compared to private institution such as banks. The other deficits are in intra and inter agency cooperation, the study found that only police and banks cooperate while other institution’s contributions is minimal. The judiciary is not fully on board as it released criminals mostly on ground of technicalities, which, if it cooperates with other law enforcement, can make a difference. Finally, results were presented, followed by detailed interpretations of the findings to make sure that the research objective is achieved.
CHAPTER FIVE

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.0 Conclusion

This chapter concludes the research work by pointing out the core finding and suggests solutions grounded on the Rational activity process by Cohen & Felson which posits that “crime occurs when a motivated offender comes into interaction with a appropriate target in the lack of a skilled custodian that could hypothetically thwart the offender from committing crime”.192 The study therefore concluded that:

First, this research brought to the fore factually that cybercrime is fast gaining grounds in Namibia. Nevertheless, there is lack of capacity to respond as the agencies responsible for coordinating the response and other mechanisms are yet to be instituted.

Second, the leading perpetrators are mostly non-nationals who have technical competence, experience and willingness to commit computer-related crimes. They established local contacts who they used as pawn controlled afar. The research establishes that Namibia is used as a passage country to penetrate the network of other countries.

Conspicuously, this could be addressed through the development of appropriate youth and community programs to tease out the technical competencies of the youth in the country.

Third, the research data also presented indicated that most cases go unreported due to inability to identify crimes, lack of appropriate instrument in the prosecuting process and some victims fear the humiliation. Namibia government is yet to create any law to specifically address

these forms of crime. The laws under which the suspects are charged are the existing conventional laws that over passed by time. Defense lawyers often win over when the trial presents poor evidence.

Fourth, the study shows a mismatch in the development of information technology between different ministries, offices, and agencies which eventually signifies lack of proper multi-sector collaboration. These institutions supposed to cooperate and share information and data on suspicious activities and then pass the information to the law enforcement, instead, it allows organized criminals to enter the system.

Fifth, it was established that Namibia lack expertise to produce cybercrime laws, which according to securitization process, is a necessity for managing cybercrime cases in the country. As per vision 2030, each government department is obliged to develop its human resource capacity to be able to achieve goals of the government by 2030. This task is rest with the Permanent Secretaries and Directors of government departments but it seems this directive is not being implemented. Government strength is formulating policies, but weakness in funding it. For example, how many % on national budget goes to fight cybercrime.

Sixth, the study discovered that conventional laws and policies are incapable to mitigate cybercrime cases. Therefore, it crucial to review it in order to include new technological changes.

At this point in time, there is no national structure to respond to cybercrime incidents in the country, but agencies such as police and banking institutions do it alone. There is no immediate local solution as department has not started to budget for cybercrime. Training program are run with donor funding. It should be clear that donor aid cannot address the problem
wholly, it is only to give a tip, but the government should initiate action in coordination with other states, as per securitization theory.

Seventh, the study also established that cybercrime is not considered as a priority in several departments; hence, it is not even budgeted for as the securitization framework postulates. In this connection, it was observed from the study that some senior staffs in some ministries are aging and does not concentrate on future plans any more, but, yet, they could not groom youngsters because of fear that they will take their positions, and this makes the system vulnerable to cyber criminals. This state of stagnation is reducing the efficiency of government to effectively respond to crimes, while motivating criminals to perpetrate crimes.

Eighth, as show in the study, there are few modern infrastructure set-up and equipment to monitor cybercrime at the national level. Equally, there are few local experts to manage cybercrime, and according to the routine access approach, this state of affairs is an exposure to cybercriminals.

Ninth, it also come to light that no census was carry out in the country to understand the magnitude of cybercrime and be able to make appropriate policies and programs to mitigate it. Even within departments, only few had come up with policy and systems to monitor and detect these incidents. It seems there are no collaborations of all institutions in research and innovation in the country.

Tenth, cybercrime is happening fast, similarly, the response need also to be proportional, however, the research established that there is no strong teamwork between different institutions in the country, both government and, business and individual to report cybercrime. The plan to set up a National Computer Crime Resource Centre, which should comprise experts and
professionals to establish rules, regulations and standards for network security protocols, is set to be in place after the laws is passed.

Eleventh, the country seemed to depend on buying computer from the market on-shelf, which comes with backdoor system. These programs are dangerous because when the computer is switched on, it exposes all information to the criminals on-line.

Twelfth, the study established that there is a misalliance of IT facilities in offices, ministries and Agencies, such that it makes communication between departments difficult. Vision 2030 specified that every department is responsible to develop its staffs and infrastructure to make its input to the development of the country, including information sharing. Therefore, it should be understood that one department’s output is the other’ input. For instance, the receiver if revenue detect crime incident, it reports to the anti-corruption commission, who take it to the police, who take it to court of law. As a result, if one sector in the chain is broken, then both the initiator and the finisher will fail, hence, the importance of inter-agency cooperation in combating cybercrime. There is more time wasted in the process.

Factually, it requires a paradigm shift for those entrusted with management responsibility, because if development plans are not implemented, then these officials should pave the way for those energetic people who can make a difference. The study also establishes that there is no adequate national framework and infrastructure for the protection and management of electronic payment fraud and other cybercrimes. This calls for urgent Government action through law enforcement to commit resourced on this project address this impasse.
5.1 **Recommendations**

Government should set-up a strategic national coordinating body, as a matter of urgency, whose tasks will be to;

- Manage anti-cybercrime matters including budgeting, organizing experts training, handling cybercrime reports, coordinating with other states and international organizations in order to share the available resources while addressing the shortage of experts in the country.

- As Information Technology cut across all sectors of the economy, and the fact that this created another challenge of cyber warfare. This brought about an urgent need for local capacity in terms of experts and infrastructure that can respond to such situation. Therefore, the government should seriously look into developing such capacity.

- In addition, all structures of OMA to acquire own experts and an office dealing with anti-cybercrime matter within their structure, which will then coordinate with the national bodies.

- It is also recommended that the government introduce retention policy with incentives in order to keep young and aspiring engineers in the service because these people are attracted by incentive, to understudy foreign experts.
• The study recommended a multi-sectoral approach to educate youth in order to produce local expert that will drive the national campaign towards self-sufficiency. The exercise should include employees of government departments, financial institutions, internet service providers and internet businesses.

• For individual citizens, technology to be included in school curriculum to focus on sensitization of online conduct and measures to identify forms and behavior of perpetrators, and to prepare learners psychologically to deal with this phenomenon.

• Businesses, on the other hand, need to strictly develop appropriate policies governing online conduct and technical security measures to protect organizational information systems and networks.

• Further, government should introduce retirement packages to attract aging and ineffective officials into retirement and give a chance to younger and energetic people who understand technology better.

• On lack of legal expert on cybercrime, it is recommended that Namibia utilize the opportunity provided for by ITU (HIPSSA project) to be assisted to enact and enforce cybercrime laws, and to design systems that have specified security standards.
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